Dutch agents 1940 – 1945

By Frans Kluiters

(Version 200802)

This is a comprehensive list of secret agents who infiltrated into the Netherlands on behalf of the Allied intelligence and action services during the period 1940 – 1945. It results from my research over the past twenty years, and was originally intended to help me find my way in the welter of names, code names and aliases mentioned in the literature on Second World War intelligence. The list is a compilation of material from old and new open sources and archives.

Some forty years ago researcher G.P. van der Stroom made a similar list on the basis of secondary sources, which was used by L. de Jong for his official history of the Netherlands during the Second World War. Van der Stroom’s list was incomplete and contained some errors, but, having much of his source material at my disposal, I started to compile my own list.

In the last decade of the past century part of the archives of the Special Operations Executive (SOE) became available for research. In these original documents code names or aliases of their action agents are often used, which makes it difficult for researchers. That is why I have included all the various code names and aliases of the agents, as far as I know them.

A problem is that MI6 archives are closed to researchers. This means that knowledge of intelligence agents can only be found in secondary sources and Dutch archives. This implies that agents who were active in the Netherlands but do not figure in these sources or in the available archives may not have been accounted for.

This is an ongoing research project, so make sure that you use the latest version of my list. I hope it may contribute to your own research. On the other hand, I would be grateful for any comments on and/or additions to this list.

Frans Kluiters
February 2008.

‘AART’  →  WEYDEN, van der, J.L.
‘ABEL’  →  WIJNGAARDEN, van, L.
‘ABOR’  →  BAATSEN, A.A.
‘ADAM’  →  LOON, van, J.E.

1 Dates are given in accordance with NEN-ISO specification 8601 (2005).
2 Strictly speaking, one listed agent, Kiek, does not belong here, because he infiltrated into France instead of the Netherlands. He has been listed solely because of his Dutch nationality.
3 During a discussion with the AIVD, the Dutch intelligence and security service, it became clear that – referring to a recently introduced bill – they believe that the identity of former Dutch intelligence agents should be protected. It is of course a noble aspiration for a service to assure their agents and informers eternal anonymity, but the protection of intelligence agents who were active long before the AIVD came into existence seems a holier-than-thou attitude. These agents worked for the Centrale Inlichtingendienst and their successor, Bureau Inlichtingen, and certainly not for any post-war security service (after the war Gerbrands and Pot for example worked for the BVD, the then Dutch security service, but no longer as agents). Furthermore, many of these agents were portrayed – with names, aliases and other personal details – by L. de Jong in his history of the Netherlands during the Second World War, and in numerous other publications.
4 The NISA webmaster will be pleased to forward your comments, corrections, or additions (please specify your exact sources) to me.
‘ADAMS, P.’ – BEUKEMA toe WATER, K.W.A.
‘ADMIRAL’ – JONGE, de, H.G.

ADRIAANSEN, Josephus (Sjef): 19190609 Woensdrecht – 19440808 Vught; MI6 agent; wireless
operator to Steen; 19440110/11 (near Breda, Noord-Brabant); detected by direction finding and
arrested 19440714: @ SEDBURGH; traffic plan St DAVID; BI internal code name LEONARDS;
Willem BOGERS; Witte BEEREN; field name J. BASTIAANSE.

‘AKKEREN, van, Jan’ – DIESFELDT, J.H.
‘AKKERMAN’ – ANDRINGA, L.C.T.
‘AKKI’ – ANDRINGA, L.C.T.
‘ALBERT’ – ORTT, F.D.
‘ALBERT’ – WAAL, van de, M.W.

ALBLAS, Aart Hendrik: 19180920 Middelharnis – 19440907 Mauthausen; MI6 agent; 19410704/05
(near Nieuweschans, Groningen); arrested 19420716: @ code name ARAMIS; code name in the
field KLAAS; Klaas de JONG; J. ARNOLD; field name J. WOLTERS; field name Aart de
WAARD.

---

5 Officially, the MI6 agents were employed by the Dutch intelligence service at the time. The Centrale
Inlichtingendienst was succeeded by Bureau Inlichtingen (BI), but a number of agents had only a loose
affiliation to these services, especially in the years 1940 – 1942.
6 MI6 used the term ‘traffic plan’ for both the transmitter and the wireless traffic. SOE called it ‘signals plan’.
7 Minor variations in the spelling of aliases could not be avoided (like ij → ë y → ëi, d → ët, etc).
‘ALBRECHT’  →  JONGE, de, H.G.

ALEBEEK, van, Joseph Lodewijk Theodorus Maria: 19160323 ’s-Hertogenbosch – 19900513 Heumen; MI6 agent; 19431008/09 (near Malden, Gelderland); arrested 19441205; released in 194504: @ traffic plan St MARTIN; BI internal code name BOL; Van den BOSCH; P. de LEEUW; field name J.L. BASTIAANSE.

‘ALEX’  →  LOENEN, van, H.L.

ALTEN, van, Jan Pieter: 1921; BI agent; observer of Albrecht; to gather information in Germany; crossed Biesbosch 19450318/19; overrun 19450404: @ Jan ZEELAND.9

‘AMHERST’  →  RUYSCH van DUGTEREN, C.J.L.

‘ANDREW, St’  →  BERGMANN, A.

‘ANDRIES’  →  AUSEMS, A.W.M.

ANDRINGA, Leonardus Cornelis Theodorus (Leo): 19131122 The Hague – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to investigate the possible opening of a new sea-route for in- and ex-filtration, b. to reconnoitre specified targets in Noord-Brabant and to recruit saboteurs; 19420328/29 (near Holten, Overijssel); → also under Molenaar; arrested 19420428: @ training name Leo AKKERMANN;

8 Overrun: the mission was ended by the arrival of Allied ground forces.
operational name TURNIP; AKKI; Leo HISTORIAN; code name in the field LEO; field name Willem van GIELEN.  

‘ANKE’ → PALS, M. 
‘ANTON’ → AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, P.-L. 
‘ANTONIO’ → WAAL, van de, M.W. 
‘APOLLO’ → SCHELLE, van, J.D.A. 
‘ARAMIS’ → ALBLAS, A.H. 

ARENDESE, Pieter Arnoldus: 19120214 The Hague – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430309/10 (south of Ermelo, Gelderland); arrested on landing: @ training name P.A. ARKEMA; operational name SEAKALE; code name in the field DIRK; field name Pieter ARKESTEIN.  

‘ARIE’ → JONGELIE, R.C. 
‘ARKEMA, P.A.’ → ARENDESE, P.A. 
‘ARKESTEIN, Pieter’ → ARENDESE, P.A. 
‘ARNOLD’ → AUSEMS, A.W.M. 
‘ARNOLD’ → BOIS, du, A. 
‘ARNOLD, J.’ → ALBLAS, A.H. 

ASPARAGUS: code name for De GROOT’s mission in Holland to instruct men to be sent to Germany as forced labour in ‘go slow’ methods and minor acts of sabotage. 

‘AUGUST’ → LETTEBOER, H. 

AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, Paul-Louis (Louis): 19181226 Delft; MI6 agent; 19430610/11 (near De Wijk, east of Meppel (Drenthe)): @ traffic plan St LOUIS; BI internal code name ANTON; GREENFISH; Kees VERWEY; SPIJKER; Leo BERGER; Piet van INGEN; RIJKSHOORN; field name P.L. de BOER. 

AUSEMS, Andreas Wilhelm Maria (Andries): 19041225 Utrecht – 19550531 Zaandam; MI6 agent; liaison with the RVV; 19440229/0301 (near Rijsbergen, Noord-Brabant): @ MARLBOROUGH; BI internal code name KAREL; ARNOLD; ANDRIES; Ouwe TAAIE; field name Anton Gerard EVERTS. 

AUSTIN, John Patrick Standidge: Briton; ?19220827? – 19450404 on the IJsseldijk near Hattem; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator to Brinkgreve and Olmsted; 19440911/12 (near Wierden, Overijssel); arrested in 194411 or 194412; @ code name mission POACHING; code name team DUDLEY; BUNNY. 

BAATSEN, Arnoldus Albert (Nol): 19180411 Amsterdam – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to reconnoitre an army telephone exchange near Voorburg; b. to ‘deal with’ Hotel Aurora, HQ of the German Nachrichtendienst, also containing an important telephone exchange, c. to destroy or damage a large store of provisions and clothing for German naval personnel at Rijnsburg (near Leiden), d. to damage or destroy the petrol dock serving the aerodrome at Ypenburg (near The Hague); his official address would be Amsterdam, but his field of operation The Hague; S-phone contact; 19420327/28 (near Kallenkote, east of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Arnoldus Albert BOUWMAN; operational name WATERCRESS; code name in the field ABOR; field name BAATSEN; Blonde RITA; FINSTRA. 

‘BACKGAMMON’ → VOS, de, P. 

10 TNA HS 7/159, 194203; → also HS 9/37/6. 
11 TNA HS 7/159, 194303; → also HS 9/50/6. 
12 TNA HS 7/233, p. 3979. 
13 → also P.-L. baron d’Aulnis de Bourouill in PEC 4C I, p. 655-; and 4C II, p. 1953-. 
14 → also A.W.M. Ausems in PEC 4C II, p. 1177- 
15 TNA HS 9/65 (closed). 
16 According to De Roever (in Zij sprongen bij maanlicht, p. 245) the Jedburgh team DUDLEY was dropped near Stegerenveld (code name Evert) 19440911. 
17 Probably the Wehrmacht transmitting station with telephone exchange on the Rodelaan at Voorburg. 
18 Baatsen had blond hair and a clear tenor voice. 
19 TNA HS 7/225, p. 2639; → also HS 9/69/4 
\ Baatsen was to use the field name of Arnoldus Albert Bouwman, but in 194203 he decided to go under his own name. TNA HS 7/228, p. 3109, 3387.
BAKKER, Jacob: 19170501 Batavia (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440430 Rawicz; SOE agent; wireless operator to Dane (Plan for Holland); 19421027/28 (near Holten, Overijssel?); arrested on landing: @ training name Jacob WILLEMS; code name operation CUCUMBER; operational name CUCUMBER B; BATAVIA; code name in the field HOEK; field name Jacob BAKKER.

BAKKERS, Joseph: wireless operator: @ training name Joseph BOOGAERTS; code name JOHANNES; field name Evert LOOUIUIZEN.

BANGMA, Reinder Lieuwes (Reindert; Rein): 19210104 – 2005; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19450302/03 (near Lunteren, Gelderland; code name George); overrun 19450419: @ code name mission WHIMPER; POPEYE; FRED.

BARMÉ, Richard: 19241003 Küllenhahn (Germany) – 19450308 Waalsdorpervlakte, Wassenaar; SOE agent; wireless operator; 19441101/02 (near Benthuizen, Zuid-Holland; code names Maxwell, Rita); detected by direction finding and arrested 19450202: @ signals plan GRANTA; code name mission TRAPPING; code name in the field EDU; field name Richard BOS.

BARNABAS, St’ → VRIES, de, W.L.H., and WEELINCK, H.R.

BEER, de, Pieter Jacobus (Piet): 19190928 Rotterdam – 20002928; SOE agent; returned late 1945011; @ code name mission SNOOKER; Witte PIET.

BEEREN, Witte → ADRIAANSEN, J., and STEEN, H.

BEETROOT: 194204: code name for dropping in the Brabant area during the April moon period two sub-organizers, Herman PRINS [PARLEVLIET] and Antonius SWART [Van STEEN], who would work with agents of the TURNIP operation.

BEETROOT I’ → PARLEVLIET, H.

---

20 TNA HS 7/159, 194210; → also HS 9/78/10.\ As J. Bakker arrived in Great Britain in May 1942, it was deemed still possible for him to operate under his own name.
21 → also TNA HS 9/83/7 (closed).
22 → also Eddy de Roever, Richard Barmé: het korte leven van een scholier, Engelandvaarder, geheim agent en represaille-slachtoffer (Baarn, Hollandia, 1995); TNA HS 9/90/7.
23 → also TNA HS 9/112/6.
24 → also TNA HS 9/114/1 (closed).
25 → also TNA HS 9/114/5 (closed).
26 TNA HS 7/231, p. 3676.
'BEETROOT II' → STEEN, van, A.
'BEEKER, B.' → KOOPMANS, H.
BEMMEL, van, Cornelis Hendrik (Charles; Cor): 19120814 Harmelen – 19450321 Assen; MI6 agent; wireless operator to Mans for the Packard group; 19441005/06 (near Orvelte, Drenthe); detected by direction finding and shot resisting arrest 19450321: @ traffic plan St FRANCIS; BI internal code name FREDERIK; code name IJSBERG; Carel BEZARD; G. WITTEVEEN; Van der Hoeff; field name Van HESSEN; field name Hendrik Jan ZEGWAARD.
'BEN' → CIEREMANS, M.
'BENBOW' → TACONIS, T.
'BERG, van den, Pieter' → WILDEN, van den, P.
'BERGER, Jan Willem' → DEKKER, F.
'BERGER, Leo' → AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d', baron, P.-L.
BERGMANN, Aernout (Nout): 19190307 Nieuwer-Amstel (Amstelveen) – 19430324 IJsselmeer (near Enkhuizen); MI6 agent; to organize, together with Gerbrands, an escape line; 19430324/25 (the Handley Page Halifax crashed): @ traffic plan St ANDREW; BI internal code name RUDOLF; Robert JOHNSON; field name Jan HALLEMA.
'BERKEL, van, Gerrit' → REISIGER, G.H.
'BERKOM, van, Gerard' → BORSSUM BUISMAN, van, G.A.
'BERNARD' → GELISSEN, G.B.H.
'BERNARD' → HOOIJER, G.F.
'BERNARD, St' → BUUNK, G.B.
'BERT' → BRAGGAAR, C.C.
BESTEBREURTJE, Arie Dirk: 19160412 Rotterdam – 19830121 Charlottesville (Albemarle, Virginia, USA); Jedburgh agent; liaison officer 82nd Airborne Division (US); 19440917 (near Groesbeek, Gelderland); @ code name team CLARENCE.
BESTEBREURTJE, Arie Dirk: 19160412 Rotterdam – 19830121 Charlottesville (Albemarle, Virginia, USA); Jedburgh agent; 19441003; returned in 194411: @ code name team STANLEY II.
BESTEBREURTJE, Arie Dirk: 19160412 Rotterdam – 19830121 Charlottesville (Albemarle, Virginia, USA); Jedburgh agent; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe); injured on landing; overrun 19450417: @ code name team DICING.
BEUKEMA toe WATER, Karel Willem Adriaan: 19090620 Tegal (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440907 Maathuizen; SOE agent; to take over from Jambroes as soon as possible; 19420924/25 (near Rijssen, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Adriaan BEEKMAN; operational name KALE; VALK; KEE; code name in the field BILL; code name in the field HENDRIK; field name Frederik KUIPERS; field name P. ADAMS.
BEYNON, Willard W. (Bud): American; OSS agent; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator; 19440917 (near Groesbeek, Gelderland); @ code name team CLARENCE.
BEYNON, Willard W. (Bud): American; OSS agent; Jedburgh agent; 19441003; returned in 194411: @ code name team STANLEY II.
'BEZARD, Carel' → BEMMEL, van, C.H.
'BEZIQUES' → STEMAN, J.A.
BIALLOSTERSKI, Tobias (Tobs; Hans): 19200418 Bloemendaal – 19450225 Scheveningen; SOE agent; to contact the illegal press; 19440331/0401 (near Etten, Noord-Brabant); left Holland 19440419; returned 19440709: @ training name BRUIN; code name mission FENCING I; code name DRAUGHTS I; code name in the field HANS; signals plan NIDD; signals plan TEIFI; signals plan PLYM; signals plan TORRIDGE; field name Hans de BRUIN.
BIALLOSTERSKI, Tobias (Tobs; Hans): 19200418 Bloemendaal – 19450225 Scheveningen; SOE agent; liaison to the RVV; 19440908/09 (near Spanbroek, Noord-Holland; code name Mandrill); arrested 19450210; died of a chest wound: @ training name BRUIN; code name mission 27 Zwanenburg, En nooit was het stil..., part I, p. 538.
28 TNA HS 7/159, 194209; → also HS 9/1560/4 and HS 6/746.
29 TNA HS 7/159.
FENCING I; code name DRAUGHTS II; code name in the field HANS; signals plan NIDD; signals plan TEIFI; signals plan PLYM; signals plan TORRIDGE; field name Hans de BRUIN.30

‘BIERBUIK, Vliegende’ → VISSEr, W.A.M.

‘BILL’ → BEUKEMA toe WATER, K.W.A.

‘BILLIARDS’ → ‘ZWIKKER’

BILLINGSLEY, James R.: American; OSS agent; wireless operator to a Jedburgh team; 19440917 (near Hellendoorn, OverijsseL): @ code name team EDWARD; signals plan CLARENCE; majoor HENK.31

BISSCHOP, Wijtze Sietze: 19180428 – 20061101; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19450411/12 (near LekkerkerK, Zuid-Holland; code name Ararat); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission HOWL; HENDRIKSEN.32

‘BLACK’ → STAM, J.W.

‘BLANK, de, O.W.’ → BREY, de, O.W.

BLATT, Rudy Albert: 19121025 – 19920513 USA; SAS agent; to gather information; 19440925/26 (near Westerbork, Drenthe): @ code name team GOBO.33

BLEEKER, Theodorus Bernardus: 19230701; BI agent; wireless operator to Mariner; crossed Biesbosch to Sliedrecht 19450409/10; overrun 19450504: @ St PHÉLIPSE; P. van der ZWAN.

‘BLEEKER, Pieter Cornelis’ → BOOGAART, P.C.

‘BLOCKX, Marcel’ → BUFKENS, M.A.

BLOOIS, de, Jan: 19161023 Maasland – 19441230 Nederlangbroek; MI6 agent; liaison with RVV and the Albrecht group; 19440507/08 (near Rijssbergen, Noord-Brabant); shot during escape:35 @ traffic plan St VALENTINE; BI internal code name GIJS; code name Krankzinnige MIER; Piet de SPRINGER; Jan van DORP; field name J.H. ZUIDERHOUT.

BLOOME, M.: ?

---

30 TNA HS 7/159.
31 also TNA HS 9/152 (closed).
32 also TNA HS 9/157/9 (closed).
33 also Blatt, Rudy, een strijdbare jood; TNA HS 9/163 (closed).
34 According to Clark (in Agents by moonlight, p. 243) 19440506/07.
35 According to De Graaff (in Schakels naar de vrijheid, p. 78) De Bloois was arrested 19450101.
‘BLUNDELLS’ → WAAL, van de, M.W.
‘BOATING’ → POLAK, P.
‘BOB’ → KLOESS, B.
‘BOB’ → LOENEN, van, H.
‘BOBBY’ → SCHRADER, A.B.
‘BOBSLEIGH’ → FABER, L.

BOCKMA, Jan: 19210831 IJlst – 19440706 IJsselmeer; SOE agent; wireless operator to P. Verhoef;
19440705/06 (near Makkum, Friesland); Hudson FK790 of 161 Special Squadron was shot down
and Bockma was killed: @ training name Jan BOREL; code name mission FIVES I; code name
HALMA; field name Jan BOERSMA.

‘BOER, de, P.L.’ → AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, P.-L.
‘BOERSMA, Jan’ → BOCKMA, J.
‘BOESSCHOTEN’ → CELOSSE, N.J.
‘BOGAARD, Johannes A.’ → STEMAN, J.A.
‘BOGAART’ → BUkkEKS, J.
‘BOGERS, Willem’ → ADRIAANSEN, J.

BOIS, du, Abraham: 19160412 Sloten – 19450308 Woeste Hoeve, Apeldoorn; Jedburgh agent;
19440917 (near Son, Noord-Brabant); arrested, but escaped; returned: @ code name team
DANIEL II; HAM; ARNOLD.36

BOIS, du, Abraham: 19160412 Sloten – 19450308 Woeste Hoeve, Apeldoorn; SOE/MI9; to organize
escape of survivors of the First British Airborne Division (PEGASUS II); 19441016/17 (near
Voeschoten, south of Garderen, Gelderland); arrested 19441201: @ code name mission HAM;
MARTIN.

‘BOLMAN, Guus’ → MULDER, M.R.
‘BONI’ → BUIZER, J.J.C.
‘BOOG’ → HOMBURG, A.A.

36 → also TNA HS 9/451/4 (in the Catalogue Du BOIS’ name is spelled ‘DUBOIS’).
BOOGAART, Pieter Cornelis: 19120810 Graauw en Langendam – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430309/10 (south of Ermelo, Gelderland); arrested on landing: @ training name Pieter Cornelis BLEEKER; operational name KOHLRABI; code name in the field HERMAN; field name Pieter VERSTRATEN.37

‘BOOGAERT, Joseph’ → BUKKENS, J.
‘BOOGAERTS, Joseph’ → BAKKERS, J.
‘BOOK’ → BUFKENS, M.A.
BOON: MI9/BI agent; 194412.
‘BOOY, de, Oscar’ → BREY, de, O.W.
BOR, van der, Klaas: 19130524 Barneveld – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; organizer for Jambroës (Plan for Holland); 19430216/17; arrested on landing: @ training name Klaas van der BRAND; code name operation ENDIVE; code name in the field HUIB; field name Klaas PENNING.38

‘BOREL, Jan’ → BOCKMA, J.
BORGHOOTS, Johannes Josephus Franciscus (Peter): 19101205 Bergen op Zoom – 19660205 Rotterdam; SOE agent; to take command of part of the BS; 19450317/18 (near Benthuizen, Zuid-Holland; code names Maxwell, Rita); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission SWISH; BURGER: Peter ZUID; Jan Willem TOLLENS.39
BORSSUM BUISMAN, van, Garret Andreas (Gerard): 19150926 Haarlem – 19910128 Epe; MI6 agent; liaison with the Ordedienst; to promote cooperation among resistance factions; 19430622/23 (near Mariënberg, east of Ommen, Overijssel); arrested 19440205; escaped 19441102: @ HARROW; BI internal code name PHILIP; Gerard de MEESTER; HEINTJE I; field name Gerard van BERKOM.40
‘Borstal’ → WIJNGAARDEN, van, L.
‘BOS, Richard’ → BARMÉ, R.
‘BOSCH, Van den’ → ALEBEEK, van, J.L.Th.M.
BOSMAN → BUITENDIJK?
BOUMA, W. (Willem): 19200125; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19450422/23 (near Spanbroek, Noord-Holland (code name Mandrill)); mission accomplished in 194505: @ code name mission GURGLE.41
BOUMAN, Pieter (Piet): 19240801 Surabaya (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19970106 Dordrecht; MI6 agent; wireless operator to the Albrecht group; 19450224/25 (near Vriezenveen, Overijssel); assembly accomplished 19450505: @ traffic plan ST MAURICE; code name SVEN; Klein DUIMPJE; Wim de GROOT; field name Pieter van der ZANDE.
‘BOUWMAN, Arnoldus Albert’ → BAATSEN, A.A.
‘BOWLS’ → WALTER, J.A.
‘BRADFIELD’ → FABER, J., and Leus, H.
BRAGGAAR, Cornelis Carel: 19130923 Amsterdam – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; to renew contact with the Inlichtingendienst (ID), interrupted by the supposed death of Jongelie, and to act as W/T channel; 19430216/17; arrested on landing: @ training name Jan van BRAKEL; code name operation PARSLEY; operational name PARSLEY A; code name in the field HELPER; code name in the field CHALFONT; code name in the field BERT; code name in the field GROENEVELD; (CHALFONT sergeant?); field name Pieter van VEEEN.42
‘BRAKEL, Van’ → BRAGGAAR, C.C.
‘BRAM’ → GIJSESEN, van der, A.C.
‘BRAM’ → GRISNIGT, R.A.
‘BRAM’ → VOS, de, P.
‘BRAND, Christiaan’ → LINDEMANS, C.A.

37 TNA HS 7/159, 194303; → also HS 9/179/9 (in the Catalogue BOOGAART’s name is spelled ‘BOOGAARD’).
38 → also TNA HS 9/1502/2 (according to this file Van der BOR was born 19130505).
39 → also TNA HS 9/184 (closed).
40 → also G.A. van Borssum Buisman in PEC 4C I, p. 330-, and PEC 4C II, p. 1499-.
41 → also TNA HS 9/190/7 (closed).
42 TNA HS 7/159, 194302; → also HS 9/198/8.
‘BRAND, van der, Klaas’ → BOR, van der, K.

BRANDJES, Jacobus Johannes (Jan): 19220502 Baarn – 20020114; MI6 agent; wireless operator to the Harry group (replacement of M.W. van de Waal); 19440605/06 (near Sprang, Noord-Brabant); mission accomplished 19441005; dismissed as agent 19441211: @ traffic plan St EDMUND; BI internal code name LEENDERT; code name HAMERTEEN; Jacques de BRUIN; field name J.F. de ZWART.

BRAUW, de, Robert (Rob), jhr: 19150207 Emmerich (Germany) – 19450504 Kdo. Neustadt Holstein, Neuengamme (Germany); MI6 agent; to coordinate the resistance; Nationaal Steunfonds; 19440807/08 (near Driebergen-Leersum, Utrecht); detected by direction finding and arrested 19441014; died during a bombardment: @ ROSSALL; BI internal code name JULIUS; F. DICKENS; code name PIJPEKOP; HUIZINGA; field name C.P. van WINGERDEN.

‘BRAZEN’ → DRESSING, G.P.W.

BREUNING, von, Erwin Aart: –19951113; German, born in Holland; MI9 agent; 19431117/18 (Noord-Holland); returned 19440915: @ De VRIES; THEO.43

BREY, de, Oscar Willem: 19211001 Wassenaar – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430521/22; arrested on landing: @ training name O.W. de BLANK; operational name CROQUET; code name in the field THEO; field name Oscar de BOY.44

BRINK, van, Cornelis Henderik (Kees): 19140320 Schiedam – 20041211 Sydney (Australia); MI6 agent; 19401118/19 (near Oudemirdum, Friesland); returned 19420918: @ code name VANGUARD; SPIN; RAKEE; De GROOT.45

‘BRINK, v.d. Willem’ → DRIEL, van, J.W.

BRINKGREVE, Hendrik (Henk): 19150606 Utrecht – 19450305 Losser; in command of a Jedburgh team; to organize resistance groups; 19440911/12 (near Wierden, Overijssel); discovered by chance and shot while resisting arrest: @ code name mission POACHING; code name team DUDLEY; (signals plan ) DUDLEY.47

‘BROADBEAN’ → OS, van, G.

‘BROCCOLI’ → RUSELER, G.L.

‘BROEKE, van den, C.’ → LOON, van, J.E.

BROEK, ten, Robbert Meindert (Bobby): 19240223; SOE agent; wireless operator to Borghouts; 19450317/18 (near Benthuizen, Zuid-Holland; code name Maxwell, Rita); overrun 19450505: @ code name mission PING.48

‘BROEK, van der, Gerrit’ → DRESSING, G.P.W.

‘BROEKE, van den, G.’ → LOON, van, J.E.

‘BROEKHUIZEN, H.J.’ → STEEN, H.

‘BROODTROMMEL’ → KOOPMANS, H.

‘BROUWER, Johannes’ → BUIZER, J.J.C.

‘BRUGMAN, J.C.’ → BUIZER, J.J.C.

‘BRUIN’ → BIALLOSTERSKI, T.

‘BRUIN, de, Hans’ → BIALLOSTERSKI, T.

‘BRUIN, de, Jacques’ → BRANDJES, J.J.

‘BRUINSMMA’ → KIST, J.C.

‘BRUTUS’ → GRÜN, J.

BUFKENS, Marcel Albert: 19150109 – 2000; Verstrepen group; earlier mission in Belgium; infiltrated by boat 19450206/07 (Sliedrecht); arrested 19450329; overrun 19450401; mission completed 19450406: @ GEUZE; BOOK;49 Marcel BLOCKX.50
BUHY: to establish severed contacts.\textsuperscript{51}

BUITENDIJK, Krijn: 19211128 Vlaardingen – 19980103 Vlaardingen; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19440828/29 (Halifax MkV MA-W LL388 of 161 Special Duties Squadron crashed near Engelen, Noord-Brabant); came out 19441110/11: @ code name operation STALKING; code name FISHING; TIMO; BOSMAN?\textsuperscript{52}

BUIZER, Johannis Jan Cornelis (Jo): 19180911 Almkerk – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Van Rietschoten; had been given, like Van Rietschoten, the contact address Alex Wins, Topaasstraat 21\textsuperscript{III} Amsterd; 19420622/23 (near Holten, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Johannes J.C. BROUWER; operational name SPINACH; code name BONI; code name in the field PIET; field name Jan Cor BRUGMAN.\textsuperscript{53}

BUKKENS, Joseph: 19160608 Vlissingen – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Jambroes; 19420626/27 (near Kallenkote, south of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Joseph BOOGAERT; code name operation MARROW; operational name MARROW II and/or MARROW (Major); BOGAART; JONKERS SMIT; code name in the field SMIT; field name Evert LOOHUIZEN.\textsuperscript{54}

‘BUNNY’ \rightarrow AUSTIN, J.P.S.

‘BURGER’ \rightarrow BORGHOUTS, J.J.F.

‘BURGUNDY’ \rightarrow KRUYT, J.W.

‘BURNS, G.’ \rightarrow MANS, K.A.

‘BURNS, Harry’ \rightarrow MANS, K.A.

‘BURSTOW’ \rightarrow KOOPMANS, H.

BUUNK, Gerrit Bertus (Gerard; Ben): 19171204 Boxtel – 19450404 Hattem; MI6 agent; wireless operator to the RVV; 19440705/06 (near Lopikerwaard, Utrecht);\textsuperscript{55} arrested 19450210: @ traffic plan St BERNARD; BI internal code name HENK; code name FOPKONIJN; HANENDOES; Joop KLIJN; field name J.H. van de WEG.

‘BUURMAN’ \rightarrow GROOT, de, I.

‘CABBAGE’: 194207: code name for dropping Van KRIMPEN [Van der GIESSEN] during the August moon period to join PARSNIP [Van RIETSCHOTEN] in the Rotterdam area as organizer/instructor.\textsuperscript{56}

‘CACKLE’ \rightarrow GEMMEKE, B.J.

‘CARROT’ \rightarrow DESSING, G.P.W.

‘CARROT A’: 194204: code name for dropping wireless operator Van HAAFTEN [Van HEMERT] to join CARROT [DESSING]; when this was completed both the operator and organizer would be known as CARROT; 194206: as Van HAAFTEN was now to join LEEK [KLOOSS] instead of CARROT, as formerly planned, the operation would be code named LEEK A instead of CARROT A; once Van HAAFTEN had joined the LEEK organizer the code name LEEK would apply to both of them.\textsuperscript{57}

‘CAT, Black, the’ \rightarrow KIEK, M.

‘CATARRH’ \rightarrow TACONIS, T., and LAUWERS, H.M.G.

‘CATARRH I’: code name for preparing and dropping a container with frostproof contents for sabotaging rubber factories and stocks.\textsuperscript{58}

‘CAULIFLOWER’ \rightarrow MOOY, A.K.

‘CAWTON’ \rightarrow LOENEN, van, H.

\textsuperscript{51} TNA HS 7/233, p. 3973.

\textsuperscript{52} also TNA HS 9/233/6 (closed).

\textsuperscript{53} TNA HS 7/159, 194206; also HS 9/233/7.

\textsuperscript{54} No TNA file.

\textsuperscript{55} According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil..., bijlage, p. 89) near Kasteel Oolde (Laren, Gelderland).

\textsuperscript{56} TNA HS 7/274, 194207.

\textsuperscript{57} TNA HS 7/231, p. 3675; HS 7/234, p. 4314.

\textsuperscript{58} TNA HS 7/227, p. 2864-2865. According to Clark (in Agents by moonlight, p. 53-54, 61, 68, 69) operation CATARRH was successfully completed 19420327/28, CATARRH III 19420424/25, CATARRH IV 19420529/30, and CATARRH VI 19420531/0601. As these were all container drops, no further mention has been made in this list.
CAZENAVE, Soudain P.: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).

‘CEES’ ➔ VRIES, de, C.

‘CELERY’: code name given to a team of two instructors (KOLFF [KOOLSTRA] and SEVENSTER [STEEKSMA]), and a wireless operator (MEBINS) [MACARÉ], who would be known as CELERY A, B, and C respectively. 59

‘CELERY A’ ➔ KOOLSTRA, M.

‘CELERY B’ ➔ STEEKSM, H.R.

‘CELERY C’ ➔ MACARE, H.M.

CELOSSE, Nicolaas Johannes (Bob): 19170428 Banjuwangi (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440905

Vught; SOE agent; to contact CS6 and RVV; 19440331/0401 (near Sloopolder in the Wieringermeerpolder); arrested 19440519: @ code name mission FARO; BOESSCHOTEN. 60

‘CHALFONT’ ➔ BRAGGAAR, C.C.

‘CHALFONT OFFICER, Arie’ ➔ JONGELIE, R.C.

‘CHARADES’ ➔ BEEKMAN, J.

‘CHARLES’ ➔ LINDO, A.E.

‘CHARLES’ ➔ MANS, K.A., and SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.

‘CHICORY’ ➔ TERWINDT, B.W.M.A.

‘CHIVE’ ➔ UBBINK, J.B.

‘CHRIS’ ➔ HINDERINK, J.R.

‘CHRISTIAAN’ ➔ SJOERDSMA, S.

CHRISTIAANSEN, Johannes Maria: 19201015 Breda – 19880312 Rotterdam; SOE agent; 19450403/04 (near Stegerenveld, east of Ommen, Overijssel; code name Evert); mission accomplished 19450415: @ code name mission HISS; code name in the field MARIA. 61

CIEREMANS, Maarten: 19220710 Haarlem; SOE agent; to sabotage the Rotterdam docks; to coordinate weapons transports; 19440921/22 (near Berkel, Zuid-Holland; code name Whiskey); arrested late 194411; escaped at once; returned in 194505: @ training name COENEN; code name mission CUBBING; code name BEN; field name Maarten COENDERS. 62

CLAESSENS, Stephan Marie: 19220715 Batavia (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19930716 Maastricht; OSS agent; crossed Biesbosch to Sliedrecht 19450408/09; contact with Kees group: @ code name mission DELAWARE; G. STEVENS; GEORGE.

‘CLARENCE’ ➔ BESTEBREURTJE, A.D., BEYNON, W.W., and VERHAEGE, G.M.

‘CLARENCE’ ➔ BILLINGSLEY, J.R.

‘CLAUDE’ ➔ DIJKMEESTER, F.T.


CLEMENT, G.: ?

CLUTTON, Arthur Henry: 18980805; in command of a Jedburgh team; 19450403/04 (near Barneveld, Gelderland); overrun 19450417: @ code name team GAMBLING; code name GAMBLING I. 63

CNOOPS, Anthonius Jacobus Marie (Aantoon; Tony): 19070520 Delft – 19720724 Warnsveld; SOE agent; to investigate a contact given to SOE by Taconis/Lauwers on 19430827, to whom funds could be delivered for the Secret Army; the address was: Reeser-Cuperus, Olympiaplein, Amsterdam; if satisfied, to contact and to check the reliability of Cuperus’ connections and the organization; also to hand over 30,000 guilders to that contact for the use of the organization; if not satisfied, to return to the UK with the money; dropped in France 19430923; reached Holland; decided that Cuperus was not reliable and eventually gave the money to another contact provided by London; returned 19431112: @ code name operation SOCCER; COSTER; CRAMER; COLBECK; CORNELISSEN; PINKIE; GERRIT. 64

59 TNA HS 7/274, 194209.

60 TNA HS 7/159, 194405: ➔ HS 9/284 (closed).

61 ➔ also TNA HS 9/310/5.

62 ➔ also Maarten Cieremans, De ene voet voor de andere: verhaal van een Engelandvaarder die geheim agent werd (Baarn, Fontein, 1994); TNA HS 9/317/8 (closed); M. Cieremans in PEC 4C II, p. 1660-.

63 ➔ also TNA HS 9/329 (closed).

64 TNA HS 7/159, 194309: ➔ also HS 9/329 (closed).
CNOOPS. Anthonius Jacobus Marie (Antoon; Tony): 19070520 Delft – 19720724 Warnsveld; SOE agent; RVV; 19440331/0401 (near Sloopolder in the Wieringermeerpolder); arrested 19440519; the Germans tried to play back the team Cnoops/Sanders, but SOE noticed the absence of security checks, and played along; escaped from Sachsenhausen 19450425; returned 19450531: @ code name mission CRICKET; operational name A.J.M. COJTER [COSTER?].

COENDERS’ → CIEREMANS, M.
‘COENEN’ → CIEREMANS, M.
‘COJTER, A.J.M.’ → CNOOPS, A.J.M.
‘COLBECK’ → CIEREMANS, A.J.M.
‘COLENBRANDER, Adriaan Klaas’ → MOOY, A.K.
‘COLUMBIA’ → DIJCKMEESTER, F.T.
‘COMMORANT’ → STAM, J.W., WESTDORP, P., and WILKENS, L.
‘COR’ → SPORRE, C.J.
‘CORNELISSEN’ → CNOOPS, A.J.M.
‘CORNET, Jacques’ under Zembsch-Schreve, G.

CORRIGAN, Paddy: Briton; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).
‘COSTER’ → CNOOPS, A.J.M.
‘COSTER, Kees’ → GRISNIGT, R.A.
‘COURSING’ → HOOGEWERFF, W.F.
‘COWLEY’ → JONGE, de, E.W.
‘CRAMER’ → CNOOPS, A.J.M.
‘CREASE’ → OVERES, H.J.
‘CRIBBAGE’ → DUIN, van, A.
‘CRICKET’ → CNOOPS, A.J.M.
‘CROFT, Stanley’ → WEERD, van der, G.M.
‘CROQUET’ → BREY, de, O.W.
‘CUBBING’ → CIEREMANS, M.
‘CUCUMBER’: code name of a team consisting of an organizer (DOUMA) [DANE] and a wireless operator (WILLEMS) [J. BAKKER]; they would be known as CUCUMBER A and B.
‘CUCUMBER A’ → DANE, J.C.
‘CUCUMBER B’ → BAKKER, J.
‘CURLING’ → SANDERS, H.A.J.
‘CUYK, Van’ → RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.

‘DAALEN, van, Kees’ → VRIES, de, C.
‘DALEN, van, Els’ → GEMMEKE, B.J.
‘DALEN, van, Willem’ → HAMEL, van, L.A.R.J.
‘DAMEN’ → DINGER, W.

DANE, Johannes Cornelis (Jan): 19170727 Axel – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19421027/28 (near Holten, Gelderland?); arrested on landing: @ training name J.J. DOUMA; code name operation CUCUMBER; operational name CUCUMBER A; code name in the field VICTOR; field name Johannes DIJKSHOORN.65
‘DANIEL II’ → BOIS, du, A., FABER, L., MASON, G.W., SCHERRER, and WILSON, R.K.
‘DAVID’: arrangements had been made for DAVID to send a small number of messages to London via GILGAL [→ under Molenaar]; they would bear the prefix YD.66
‘DAVID, St’ → ADRIAANSEN, J.
‘DAVIDS, P.’ → DOURLEIN, P.

DEBEFEVE, Emile: – 1985; Belgian; in command of an SAS team; to gather information; 19440925/26 (near Westerbork, Drenthe); wounded 19441204: @ code name team GOBBO; MACBEFF.67

65 TNA HS 6/742; → also HS 9/329 (closed).
66 TNA HS 7/274, 194209.
67 TNA HS 7/159, 194110; → also HS 9/391/8.
68 TNA HS 7/229, p. 3388.
‘DEINSE, van, H.C.’ → POLAK, P.
‘DEKKER’ → ORTT, F.D.

DEKKER, Franciscus (Frans): 19200630 Leiden – 19900524 Leusden; SOE agent; wireless operator to Greidanus or Borghouts; 19450411/12 (near Loosdrecht, Utrecht; code name Popeye); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission WHISTLE; Jan Willem BERGER.70

‘DEKKER, Wim’ → DROOGLEEVER FORTUIJN, C.

DEKKER, den, Cornelis: 19210605; SOE agent; wireless operator to Christiaansen; 19450403/04 (near Stegerenveld, east of Ommen, Overijssel; code name Evert); mission accomplished 19450415: @ code name mission RAP.71

‘DEKKERS’ → DESSING, G.P.W.

DEKKERS, Cornelis Martinus (Cees): 19190126 Breda – 19440601 Gilze; SOE agent; railway sabotage; 19440531/0601 (Hudson V9155 of 161 Special Duties Squadron was shot down near air base Gilze-Rijen and Dekkers and Kuenen were killed): @ code name POKER; DUIKER; Kees van DUIN,72

‘DEKKERS, Gerrit’ → DESSING, G.P.W.
‘DELAGE’ → EMMER, J.
‘DELAWARE’ → CLAESSENS, S.M.

DEMOOR, Danny:73 – 1982; Belgian; SAS agent; to gather information; 19440925/26 (near Westerbork, Drenthe): @ code name team GOBBO.

DESSING, Georgius Petrus Wilhelmas (Gerrit): 19100127 Naaldwijk – 19850928 Johannesburg (South Africa); SOE agent; a. to find a southern sea-route, b. to arrange for the escape of some important Dutchmen, such as Dr Colijn or Minister Van Dijk, c. to contact L.J. van Looy, a prominent social-democrat and trade unionist, d. to organize sabotage cells in the Rotterdam/Dordrecht area, especially in shipbuilding and shipping circles; 19420227/28 (near Ermelo, Gelderland); returned 19430902: @ code name operation CARROT; code name GEORGE; George Peter William DIRKSEN; George DIRCKSEN; BRAZEN; code name LOEN; field name Gerrit DEKKERS; Gerrit van der BROEK.74

‘DICING’ → BESTEBREURTJE, A.D., HARcourt, R.A.F., RUIJSCH van DUGTEREN, C.J.L., and SOMERS, C.C.
‘DICK’ → KRAIGT, D.
‘DICKENS, F.’ → BRAUW, de, R.
‘DIEPENBROEK, Pieter’ → DOURLIEIN, P.

DIESFELDT, Jan Hendrik (Harry; Jan): 19181129 The Hague – 19440905 Vught; MI6 agent; wireless operator for the Barbara group; 19431105/06 (near Grave, Noord-Brabant); arrested 19440712: @ traffic plan St HENRY; BI internal code name JAN; HARRY; Jan van den HEUVEL; Jan van AKKEREN; field name W. G. van den HEUVEL.

‘DIJK, Van’ → RADEMA, E.

DIJCKMEESTER, Frans Theodoor: 19170623 Haarlem – 20030218 Amersfoort; MI6 agent; liaison with the Ordedienst; to coordinate various resistance groups; 19440605/06 (near Waardenburg, Betuwe): @ code name operation WESTMINSTER; BI internal code name CLAUDE; code name SNUITKEVER; COLUMBIA; ROGERS; field name C.G. van der ZANDE.75

‘DIJK, van, Anton’ → WAAL, van de, M.W.
‘DIJKMAN, Pieter’ → DOURLIEIN, P.
‘DIJKSHOORN, Johannes’ → DANE, J.C.

---

69 According to Blatt: commander DEBEFVE, FRANCOIS (wireless operator), DANNY (assistant of FRANCOIS), and JOSE.
70 → also TNA HS 9/413/7 (closed).
71 → also TNA HS 9/417 (closed).
72 TNA HS 7/159, 194405; → also HS 9/413/8.
73 Or MOOR, De, Danny.
74 TNA HS 7/159, 194202; HS 7/222, p. 2006; → also HS 9/428/3.
75 → also F.T. Dijckmeester in PEC 4C II, p. 1159.-
Dinger, Willem: 19160910 Amsterdam – 19890519 Amsterdam; SOE agent; wireless operator and organizer; to assist Borghouts; 19450422/23 (near Nieuwkoop, Zuid-Holland; code name Cod); overrun in 194505. @ code name mission GRIND; W. SMITH; DAMEN.76

‘Dircksen, George’ → DESSING, G.P.W.

‘Dirk’ → ARENDSE
‘Dirk, Witte’ → POSTMA, S.
‘Dirksen, George Peter William’ → DESSING, G.P.W.
‘DobbeLaar, Frits’ → KOUWENHOVEN, G.
‘Dolan’ → RAS, G.H.G.
‘Dolf’ → WILDEN, van der, W.
‘Dolf’s Cousin’ → WILDEN, van der, P.
‘Dorp, van, Jan’ → BLOOIS, de, J.
‘Dou’ → ENSINK, G.L., and KOOPMANS, H.
‘Douma, J.J.’ → DANE, J.C.

Dourlein, Pieter: 19180202 Veere – 19760531 Lochalsh (Scotland); SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430309/10 (south of Ermelo, Gelderland); arrested on landing; escaped (with Ubbink) 19430829/30; released to UK 19440201, where detained, but cleared after interrogation: @ training name Pieter DIEPENBROEK; operational name SPROUT; code name in the field PAUL; field name Pieter DIJKMAN; P. DAVIDS.77

‘Douwe’ → POLAK, P.
‘Downside’ → MANS, K.A.

Dral, Dirk: BI agent; to gather economic information; crossed Biesbosch to the east of Hardinxveld 19450318/19; returned 19450411/12; @ Simon SCHOUTEN.

‘DrAUGHTS’ → BIALLOSTERSKI, T.

Driel, van, Jan Willem: 19220228; Section D agent; to contact NVV members; infiltrated by sea near Rozenburg (Zuid-Holland) 19400817/18.78

Driel, van, Jan Willem (Jo): OSS agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450311; failed to gather information in Germany; instructor S-phone in Rotterdam: @ code name mission FLORIDA; WILLEM; Willem van DUYN; Willem v.d. BRINK; J. van DUYN.

Droogleever Fortuijn, Cornelis (Cees): 19220410 Amsterdam – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Beukema toe Water; working with Beukema toe Water and Mooy; a. to organise two reception committees for supplies and agents, b. to arrange transport of supplies, c. to tell Jambroes by what means he could be exfiltrated; 19420924/25 (near Balloo, Drenthe); arrested on landing; @ training name Cornelis Dirk FELDERS; operational name MANGOLD; ?DUBOIS?; code name in the field DEKKER; code name in the field WIM; field name Arie Johannes LAUMEN.80

Druce, major: in command of a Jedburgh team; 19450403 – 19450506: @ code name team KEYSTONE.

Dubois → BOIS, du, A.
‘Dudley’ → AUSTIN, J.P.S., BRINKGREVE, H., and OLMSTED, J.M.

Dugognon: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe)).

‘Dumpeje, Klein’ → BOUMAN, P.

Duin, van, Arie: 19160727 – 19880102; SOE agent; wireless operator to De Goede and Mulholland; 19440705/06 (near Epe, Gelderland); detected by direction finding and arrested 19441219; released in 194504, together with Van Alebeek: @ code name operation RODEX I; code name CRIBBAGE; DUVENEE; THEODORE; NOL; signals plan TEES.81

76 → also TNA HS 9/433/8 (closed).
77 According to TNA HS 7/161 (erroneously) 19430309.
79 → also TNA HS 9/1504/1 (closed).
80 TNA HS 7/159, 194209; → also HS 9/530/1.
81 → also TNA HS 9/1504/3 (closed) (in the Catalogue Van DUIN’s name is spelled ‘DUYN’).
‘DUIN, van, Kees’ → DEKKERS, C.M.
‘DUYN, van, J.’ → DRIEL, van, J.W.
‘DUYN, van, Willem’ → DRIEL, van, J.W.

‘DUINEZER’ → LAUWERS, H.M.G.
‘EDDIE’ → KAMPHORST, P.
‘EDDY’ → KAMPHORST, P.
‘EDMUND, St’ → BRANDJES, J.J.
‘EDU’ → BARMÉ, R.
‘EDWARD’ → BILLINGSLEY, J.R., MILLS, R., McCORD-SOLLENBERGER, STAAL, J., and WILLMOTT, L.R.D.
‘EFFRA, H.’ → SMID, M.A.
‘EFFRA, St’ → SMID, M.A.
‘EGBERT, St’ → RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.

ELSEN, van, Joannes Laurens: 19131227; MI9 agent; crossed the Waal to Tiel with an S-phone in 194503: @ code name STARLING.

‘ELST’ → KRUIJFF, de, A.J.
‘EMDEN, van, G.’ → OS, van, G.

EMMER, Jan: 19170406 Wormer – 19440907 Mauthausen; MI6 agent; military espionage; to organize in- and exfiltration by sea of persons of political interest to the Dutch government; infiltrated by sea near Katwijk aan Zee 19420311/12; arrested 19420521: @ Jan ENGEL; DELAGE; Adriaan van VELZEN; Van de FELDEN; field name Jan ENDER.82

‘ENDER, Jan’ → EMMER, J.
‘ENDIVE’ → BOR, van der, K.
‘ENGEL, Jan’ → EMMER, J.

ENSINK, Gerhardus Laurentius: 19211108 Borne – 19960221 Waalre; MI6 agent; Mans’ wireless operator (S-phone) to the Packard group; 19441006/07 (near Dokkum, Friesland); active till 19441110, when he had to go into hiding: @ code name operation DOUG; traffic plan St NIGEL; BI internal code name BAS; code name MARGARINE; G. JURGENS; field name W.A. LEUSINK.

ENTER, van, W.J.: –19960721; SOE agent.
‘ERNST’ → ROUWERD, F.W.
‘ERNST’ → STUVEL, F.T.
‘EVERTS, Anton Gerard’ → AUSEMS, A.W.M.

EWIJK, van, Willem G.W.: 19181217; OSS agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450311; failed to gather information in Germany: @ code name mission FLORIDA; Frits WIELINGA; Frits van STRATEN; FRITS; OLIVIER.

‘EYCK, Van’ → RADEMA, E.

FABER, Jan: 19170921 Schipluiden – 20010126 Rijswijk; MI6 agent; liaison with RVV; 19440410/11 (near Buurmersen-Tricht, Gelderland): @ code name operation BRADFIELD; BI internal code name FRANK; Frans MEIER; field name J.H. van der VAART.

FABER, Lijkele: 19190914; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator; 19440917 (near Son, Noord-Brabant); could not retrieve his W/T; returned via Brussels to UK; 19441101/02: @ code name team DANIEL II; Lodewijck FOKKER.83

FABER, Lijkele: 19190914; SOE agent; wireless operator to Tazelaar and organizer; 19441118/1984 (near Haskerhorne, Friesland; code name Ingram); overrun late in 194504: @ code name mission BOBSLEIGH.

‘FABIAN’ → KIRSCHEN, G.-S.J.A., MOYSE, J., PIETQUIN, R., and REGNER, J.

---

82 → also PEC 4C I, p. 451; 4C II, p. 1908.
83 → also TNA HS 9/493 (closed).
84 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil…, bijlage, p. 106) 19441101/02.
85 FABIAN: formerly REGAN. TNA HS 7/159 (p. 4).
'FARO' → CELOSSE, N.J.

FAY: Briton; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).

'FEATHER': operation against the wireless telegraphy station at Kootwijk. 86

'FELDEN', Van de' → EMMER, J.

'FELDERS, C.D.' → DROOGLEEVER FORTUIJN, C.

'FELIX' → TERWINDT, B.W.M.A.

'FENCING I' → BIALLOSTERSKI, T., and STEMAN, J.A.

'FINSTRA' → BAATSEN, A.A.

'FISCHER' → VISser, W.G.

'FISHING' → BuitendiJK, K.

'FIVES I' → KWINT, P.J., BOCKMA, J., VERHOEF, P., and WALTER, J.A.

'FIZZ' → STUVEL, F.T.

'FLORIDA' → DRIEL, van, J.W., EWIJCK, van, W., and KOERSHUIS, J.

'FLORYs, van, Albrecht' → JONGE, de, h.G.

'FLUITKETEL' → SMID, M.A.

'FOKKER, Lodewijck' → JONGE, de, H.G.

'FOOTBALL' → KUENEN, G.J.

'FOPKONIJN' → BUUNK, G.B.

'FOXTROT' → SPIEGLE, van de, J.P.L.

'FRANCIS, St' → BEMMEL, van, C.H.

'FRANCIS, St' → KOOPMANS, H.

'FRANK' → FABER, J.

'FRANK, St' → MULDER, M.R.

'FRANS' → HOEKMANN, P.

'FRANS' → OS, van, G.

'FRANS' → STEMAN, J.A.

'FRED' → BANGMA, R.L.

'FREDERIK' → BEMMEL, van, C.H.

'FRITS' → EWIJCK, van, W.G.W.

'FRITS' → KOUWENHOVEN, G.

'FRITZ' → HOOGWERFF, W.F.

'GAMBLING' → CLUTTON, A.H., KNOTTENBELT, M.J., and MENZIES, J.S.S.

'GAMBLING I' → CLUTTON, A.H.

'GAMBLING II' → KNOTTENBELT, M.J.

'GAMBLING III' → MENZIES, J.S.S.

'GARLIC': in 194211 this code name was given to the operation of exfiltrating MARROW [JAMBROES] by seaplane; this operation was first titled → ONION. 87

GEHRELS, Anton Marie Jacob: 19250221; SOE agent; 19450317/18 (near Stegerenveld, east of Ommen (Overijssel) (code name Evert)); overrun 19450401: @ code name mission GRUNT I; GRUNT. 88

GEHRELS, Anton Marie Jacob: 19250221; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19450422/23 (near Ter Aar, Zuid-Holland); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission GRUNT II; GRUNT. 89

GEIJSSEN, Hendrik: 19211224 – 19941002; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19450411/12 (near Lekkerkerk, Zuid-Holland; code name Ararat); overrun in 194505: @ code name SCREAM. 90

GEIJSSEN, Gerard Bernard Henri: 19220701 Voorst – 20041229 Arnhem; OSS agent; 19450424/25 (near Kufstein, Tirol); @ code name mission VIRGINIA; BERNARD; Bernard GERRITSEN.

'GEMERT, van, P.' → MULDER, M.R.

86 TNA HS 7/234, p. 4315.
87 TNA HS 7/274, 194211.
88 → also TNA HS 9/570/7 (closed).
89 → also TNA HS 9/570/7 (closed).
90 → also TNA HS 9/578/2 (closed) (in the Catalogue GEIJSSEN’s name is spelled ‘GEYSEN’).
GERMMEKE, Brunita Josepha (Jos): 19220603 Amsterdam; SOE agent; 19450310/11 (near Nieuwkoop, Zuid-Holland; code name Cod); to prepare postwar talks; OSS wanted her to encourage allied prisoners in Germany to sabotage (operation Bonzo); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission CACKLE; code name SPHINX; field name Els van DALEN.91

‘GENERAL’: an MI6 operation to drop an agent blind together with a package about 4 km south of Meppel (Drenthe) 19430521/22.92

GENTIS, Maria Antonia Hieronyma: 19130105 Leerdam; OSS agent; crossed the Maas near Lage Zwaluwe 19450211/12; took internal W/T set Kangaroo to Kees group: @ code name mission MARIETTA; TANJA.

‘GEORG’ → DESSING, G.P.W.

‘GEORGE’ → CLAESSENS, S.M.

‘GEORGE’ → MOOIWEER, K.Ch.

‘GEORGE, St’ → HOEKMAN, P.

‘GEORGIA’ → PUNTMAN, A.N.A., and VRIES, de, C.

‘GERARD’ → LEUS, H.

‘GERARDS, Kees’ → GERBRANDS, P.R.

GERBRANDS, Pieter Roelof (Piet): 19190707 Menado (Celebes, Dutch East Indies) – 19990911 Voorburg; MI6 agent; to organize, together with Bergmann, an escape line; 19430324/25 (Halifax HR665 crashed in the IJsselmeer near Enkhuizen); returned 19431217; @ traffic plan St JOHN; BI internal code name PIETER; MAURICE; Kees VERHOEF; Kees GERARDS; field name Piet J.A. MAARTENS.

‘GERRIT’ → CIANOOPS, A.J.M.

‘GERRITSEN, Bernard’ → GELISSEN, G.B.H.

‘GEUZE’ → BUFKENS, M.A.

‘GHERKIN’ → UIJTVANCK, van, I.

‘GIELEN, van, Willem’ → ANDRINGA, L.C.T.

GIJSSEN, van der, Arie Cornelis (Aart): 19160802 Krimpen a/d IJssel – in 194407 Kdo. Haaren; SOE agent; although primarily a saboteur, he was to work together with Van Rietschoten and to use Buizer as a wireless operator; to hand over money to MI6 agent Niermeijer; 19421001/02 (near Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing; escaped 19431122/23; recaptured 19440505: @ training name Arie van KRIMPEN; code name operation CABBAGE; code name in the field MIK; code name in the field BRAM; field name Antoon Gerrit GROEN.94

‘GIJS’ → BLOOIS, de, J.

‘GILES, Si’ → LOON, van, J.E.

‘GILGAL’ → under Molenaar, J.

‘GLASSHOUSE A’ → HOMBURG, A.A., and SPORRE, C.J.

‘GLASSHOUSE B (2)’: an attempt to exfiltrate HOMBURG and SPORRE.95

‘GLIMWORM’ → KOUWENHOVEN, G.

‘GOBBO’ → BLATT, R.A., DEBEFVE, E., DEMOOR, D., HEYLEN, G., LEVAUX, and SIFFERT, F.

GOEDE, de, Lambertus Arend (Bert): 19200702 – 19890322; SOE agent; to check certain contacts; sabotage instruction; 19440705/06 (near Epe, Gelderland); returned 19450224; @ code name operation RODEX I; code name RUMMY; signals plan TEES.96

‘GOLF’ → WILDEN, van der, W.

‘GOLIATH’ → WEELINCK, H.R.

‘GOOR’ → GRÜN, J.

‘GRAAF, De’ → LETTEBOER, H.

‘GRAAFF, de, Johannes Cornelis’ → VOS, de, P.

91 → also Eddy de Roever, Sphinx; TNA HS 9/572 (closed).

92 Clark, Agents by moonlight, p. 164.

93 Zwanenburg, En nooit was het stil…, part I, p. 538; Clark, Agents by moonlight, p. 145.

94 TNA HS 7/159.

95 TNA HS 5/222, p. 1978.

96 → also TNA HS 9/593/5 (closed).
GRAFT, de, Johan → HAEREN, van, J.A.G.

GRANTSBERG, Gerrit François → KOUWENHOVEN, G.

GRANTA → BARMÉ, R.

GREENFISH → AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, P.-L.

GREENWOOD → GROENEWOUT, R.H.A.

GRÉGOIR, Martin L.: 1921; SOE agent; earlier mission in Belgium; wireless operator to the Verstrepen group; infiltrated by boat 19450206/07; returned 19450505: @ code name KRIEK. 97

GREGORY, St → KOUWENHOVEN, G.

GREIDANUS, Johannes (Johan): 19160825 Sloten – 19450412 Loosdrecht; SOE agent; 19450411/12 (near Loosdrecht, Utrecht; code name Popeye); parachute did not open: @ code name JINGLE. 99

GREMLIN → MULDER, M.R.

GREULEN, Guus → MULDER, M.R.

GRIND → DINGER, W.

GRISNIGT, Reijer Abraham (Bram): 19230126 Rotterdam; MI6 agent; wireless operator to the Barbara group; 19430919/20 (near Beugen, north of Boxmeer, Noord-Brabant); detected by direction finding and arrested 19440202: @ traffic plan ST PATRICK; BI internal code name WILLEM; Kees COSTER; BRAM; field name R.A. POOT.

GROEN, Antoon Gerrit → GIESSEN, van der, A.C.

GROENEVELD → BRAGGAAR, C.C.

GROENEVELD → LAAK, ter, J.H.A.M.

GROENEVELD, Piet → HOOGEWONING, F.J.

GROENEWOUD, Jacobus (Jimmy): 19161108 Amsterdam – 19440918 Arnhem; in command of a Jedburgh team; liaison officer to the First British Airborne Division; responsible for supporting the military operation with all resources available from resistance units and for advising FSO as to the reliability of these units; 19440917 (near Renkum, Gelderland); killed in action: @ code name team CLAUDE. 100

GROENEWOUT, R.H.A.: 19021125 – 1980; Belgian; SAS agent; 19441010/11 (near Veenhuizen, Drenthe): @ code name team PORTIA; code name GREENWOOD.

GROOT, De → BRINK, van, C.H.

GROOT, de, Benjamin Edward: 19240504 The Hague – 20041006 Kampen; MI9 agent; crossed Biesbosch in 194501; S-phone contact: @ code name mission WIDGEON.

GROOT, de, I.: MI9/BI agent; 194412; -19450313: @ BUURMAN.

GROOT, de, Wim → BOUMAN, P.

GRÜN, Johan: 19200218; SOE agent; liaison with illegal press; 19431017/18 (near Malines (Mechelen), Belgium); their aircraft was shot down, but he and Van Schelle survived; arrested 19440103; released 19450405, overrun; returned 19450507: @ training name Johan GOOR; code name operation RUGGER; code name in the field BRUTUS; REX; field name Johan VERBRUGGEN; field name Johan Bernard SCHRODER. 101

GRUNT → GEHRELS, A.M.J.

GURGLE → BOUMA, W.

GUUS → HAMILTON, F.L.J.

HAAFTEN, van, Gerrit → HEMERT, van, G.J.

HAAFTEN, van, Jacob → HEMERT, van, G.J.

HAAG, Cornelis: BI agent; crossed Biesbosch to Sliedrecht 19450314; lost his wireless set to the Germans; reported back 19450502: @ Cor HENDRIKS.

97 No TNA file, although in HS 9/618 (closed) one Martin Louis GREGOR @ Martin GENVAL (born 19210930) is mentioned. Foot erroneously attributed (in SOE in the Low Countries, p. 483) GRÉGOIR’s alias ‘KRIEK’ to BECKERS.

98 According to the OGS 19450412, according to the CBG 19450425.

99 Also TNA HS 9/621 (closed) (in the Catalogue GREIDANUS’ name is spelled ‘GREYDANUS’).

100 Also TNA HS 9/627.

101 TNA HS 7/159, 194310; HS 7/274, 194312; Also HS 9/628 (closed) (in the Catalogue GRÜN’s name is spelled ‘GRUEN’). Also J. Grün in PEC 4C 1, p. 432-.
‘HAAS, De’ → HAAS, de, J.H.M.

HAAS, de, Joannes Henricus Marie (Jan): 19180207 The Hague – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to act as an emergency link for agents out of touch with each other, and to provide safe addresses, b. to organize a ‘ferry service’ between the UK and Holland; 19420418/19 (by sea?); arrested 19420428: @ training name J.H.M. de HEER; operational name POTATO; code name in the field JANTJE; code name in the field PIJL; field name De HAAS.102

HAEREN, van, Jos Anton Gerard: MI9 agent; infiltrated into Germany from Nijmegen 19441008; accomplished mission after nine weeks: @ JOSJE; Frans van BEEK; BARNSTEIN; LEBRUN; Johan de GRAFT.

HAEREN, van, Jos Anton Gerard: MI9/BI agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450315; overrun: @ JOSJE; Frans van BEEK; BARNSTEIN; LEBRUN; Johan de GRAFT; (S-phone) TITMOUSE.

‘HALEN, van der, Frans’ → UBBINK, J.B.

‘HALLEMA, Jan’ → BERGMANN, A.

‘HALMA’ → BOCKMA, J.

‘HALS, Frans’ → KRAFT, D.

‘HAM’ → BOIS, du, A.

HAMEL, van, Lodewijk Anne Rinse Jetse (Lodo): 19150606 Loenen – 19410616 Laren; MI6-agent; to organize intelligence groups; 19400827/28 (near Oestgeest, Zuid-Holland); arrested 19401015 during an attempt to exfiltrate by a Dutch seaplane: @ code name WINDMILL; Roger LAMB; field name Willem van DALEN.

‘HAMERTEEN’ → BRANDjes, J.J.

HAMILTON, Antonia Maria Francisca (Frankie): 19100502 Asten – 19960110 Wassenaar; SOE agent; to coordinate the illegal press; 19440809/10 (near Abbekerk, Noord-Holland); injured on landing: @ code name TIDDLYWINKS; code name in the field JOSEPHINE; field name Josephine WOUTERS.

HAMILTON, Frans Louis Johannes (Frank): 19131002 – 19900227; SOE agent; to coordinate the illegal press; 19440809/10 (near Abbekerk, Noord-Holland): @ code name ROWING; code name in the field GUUS; signals plan TEIFI.104

‘HANENDOES’ → BUUNK, G.B.

‘HANS’ → BIALLOSTERSKI, T.

‘HANS’ → STOK van der, J.P.

‘HANS’ → ZOMER, J.J.

HARCOURT, Robert Albert Foyson: 19200116; Briton; in command of a Jedburgh team; to assist in liberating camp Westerbork, and to prevent bloodshed by the inmates; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe); arrested on landing; released in 194505: @ code name team DICING.105

‘HARLECH’: RAF code name for an agent parachuted by a Hudson of 161 Special Duties Squadron (flight officer Ibbott) 19440804/05, together with pamphlets.106

‘HARM, Lange’ → STEEN, H.

‘HARROW’ → BORSSUM BUISMAN, van, G.A.

‘HARRY’ → DIESFELDT, J.H.

‘HARRY’ → HINDERINK, J.R.

‘HASSELt, van, Gerrit’ → HEMERT, van, G.J.

‘HAVER, H.J.C.’ → JONGELIE, R.C.

HAZEN, P.A.C.: MI9 agent; crossed from Noord-Brabant to Goeree-Overflakkee (Zuid-Holland) 19441115; returned 19441121: @ (team) SHELLRAKE.

HAZEN, P.A.C.: BI agent; crossed from Noord-Brabant to Goeree-Overflakkee (Zuid-Holland) 19450123; returned 19450203: @ (team) SHELLRAKE.

‘HECK’ → SEBES, H.J.

‘HECK BLUE’ → HEMERT, van, G.J.

102 TNA HS 7/159, 194204; also HS 9/641/7.
103 also TNA HS 9/650/2 (closed).
104 also TNA HS 9/650/3 (closed).
105 also TNA HS 9/660 (closed).
106 Zwanenburg, En nooit was het stil..., bijlage, p. 90.
‘HEER, de, J.H.M.’ → HAAS, de, J.H.M.
‘HEIN’ → MOOIWEER, K.Ch.
‘HEINTJE I’ → BORSSUM BUISMAN, van, G.A.
‘HEINTJE II’ → LETTEBOER, H.
‘HELPER’ → BRAGGAAR, C.C.

HELSDINGEN, van, W.F.Christiaan: MI9 agent; S-phone operator; @ code name team PAREKIET.

HEMERT, van, Gerard John: 19200428 Brooklyn (USA) – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; to contact Dessing; to amplify the instructions given to Klooss (operation Leek) before departure, and to send a coded report on the latter’s progress, such report to be collected by SOE; 19420723/24 (near Holten, Overijssel?); arrested on landing; @ training name Gerrit van HAAFTEN; operational name LEEK A; code name HECK BLUE; code name in the field JACOB; Jacob van HAAFTEN; field name Gerrit van HASSELT.107

HEMERT, van, K.G.’ → HOOIJER, G.F.

‘HENDRIK’ → VERHAGE, M.
‘HENDRIKS’ → HOMBURG, A.A.
‘HENDRIKS, Cor’ → HAAG, C.
‘HENDRIKS, Wim’ → HOOGEWERFF, W.F.
‘HENDRIKSEN’ → BISSCHOP, W.S.
‘HENDRIKUS’ → SEIJIBEN, J.H.

‘HENK’ → BUUNK, G.B.
‘HENK’ → SEBES, H.J.
‘HENK, majoort’ → STAAL, J.
‘HENNING’ → HOMBURG, A.A.
‘HENRICUS, Gerrit’ → REISIGER, G.H.
‘HERBERT’ → MINK, A.B.
‘HERMAN’ → BOOGAART, P.C.
‘HENRY, St’ → DIESFELDT, J.H.
‘HESSEN, Van’ → BEMMEL, van, C.H.
‘HEUVEL, van den, Jan’ → DIESFELDT, J.H.
‘HEUVEL, van den, W.G.’ → DIESFELDT, J.H.
‘HEYDE, van der, P.J.M.’ → RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.

HEYLEN, G.: SAS agent; to gather information; 19440925/26 (near Westerbork, Drenthe): @ code name team GOBBO.

HEZEMANS, Jacobus Antonius Henricus: 19161207 Tilburg – 19611021 Wassenaar; MI9 agent; crossed from Brabant to Goeree-Overflakkee (Zuid-Holland) 19441115; returned 19441121: @ (team) SHELLDRAKE.

HEZEMANS, Jacobus Antonius Henricus: 19161207 Tilburg – 19611021 Wassenaar; BI agent; crossed from Brabant to Goeree-Overflakkee (Zuid-Holland) 19450123; returned 19450203: @ (team) SHELLDRAKE.

‘HIBERNIA, St’ → JANZEN, E.W.

HINDERINK, Jacob Roelof (Jaap): 19231108; SOE agent; organizer; 19440828/29 (near Voorthuizen, Gelderland); returned 19450415: @ code name HUNTING; code name in the field CHRIS; HARRY; MULDERS.108

‘HISS’ → CHRISTIAANSEN, J.M.
‘HISTORIAN’ → ANDRINGA, L.C.T.
‘HOCKEY’ → KIST, J.C.
‘HOEFF, Van der’ → BEMMEL, van, C.H.
‘HOEK’ → BAKKER, J.
‘HOEK, van, Cornelis Eliza’ → HULSTEIJN, van, C.E.

HOEKMAN, Pieter (Piet): 19170114 Urk – 19431106 Overasselt; MI6 agent; wireless operator for the Barbara group; 19430919/20 (near Beugen, Noord-Brabant); shot while escaping: @ traffic

107 TNA HS 7/159, 194207; also HS 9/1505/7.
108 also TNA HS 9/713 (closed).
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plan St GEORGE; BI internal code name NICO; Jan POST; FRANS; field name P. ZEELENBERG.

HOFSTEDE, Jan Charles: 19181217 Ter Aar – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; sabotage (Plan for Holland); 19421024/25 (near Holten, Overijssel?); arrested on landing: @ training name Jan HOOGLAND; code name operation TOMATO; operational name TOMATO B; code name in the field RUYS; field name Jan HOUTMAN. 109

HOLLAND, R.J., captain: in command of a Jedburgh team; 19450411: @ code name team KEYSTONE.

HOLVOET, Raymond-André: 19240120 Kortrijk (Belgium) – 19450410 Zwolle; SOE agent; with MI9; earlier mission for Belgian SOE section; wireless operator to Du Bois; to organize an escape line; 19441016/17 (near Boeschoten, South-West of Garderen, Gelderland); arrested 19441027: @ code name operation GLASSHOUSE A; code name in the field BOOG; HENDRIKS; HENNING. 110

HOMBURG, Aart Albert (Ab): 19170612 IJmuiden – 19450401 Delden; SOE agent; a. possible contacts for securing general intelligence, b. they [Homburg and Sporre] were to contact one Jan BOTTEMA [a Section D agent] and to inform him of SOE’s existence and general intentions, c. they were also to sound out Bottema about sea communications; 19410907/08; arrested 19411006; escaped 19411026; returned 19420217 (or 19420220); shot down as an RAF Spitfire pilot above eastern Holland: @ code name operation GLASSHOUSE A; code name in the field BOOG; HENDRIKS; HENNING. 111

HOOGEWERFF, Willem Frederik (Wim): 19210429 Semarang (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19450308 Waalsdorpervlakte, Wassenaar; SOE agent; sabotage instructor; 19440921/22 (near Berkel, Zuid-Holland; code name Whiskey); arrested 19450202: @ code name operation COURSING; Wim HENDRIKS; FRITZ; Indische WIM. 112

HOOGEWOONING, Frederik Johannes: 19230129 Amsterdam – 19450308 Waalsdorpervlakte, Wassenaar; MI6 agent; wireless operator to the Albrecht group; 19441230/31 (near Zwammermerdijk, Zuid-Holland); detected by direction finding and arrested 19450227: @ training name Piet GROENEVELD; traffic plan St MAGNUS (CLIFTON); code name LAMMERT; HENDRIKS; HENNING. 113

‘HOOGLAND, Jan’ → HOFSTEDE, J.C.

‘HOONIJER, George Frans (Gij): 19240629 Voorthuizen – 19450312 Rotterdam; MI6 agent; to plan the coordination of the resistance; wireless operator to the Albrecht group; 19440605/06 (near Lopikerwaard, Utrecht); 114 detected by direction finding and arrested 19441201: @ traffic plan St MARK; BI internal code name BERNARD; code name LIJSSTERBES; Arie KOOYMAN; field name K.G. van HEMERT.

‘HOORN, Van der’ → HULSTEIJN, van, C.E.

‘Hoot’ → WEVE, J.J.

‘HOODYNOK, Cornelis A.M.’ → SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.

‘HOUTMAN, Jan’ → HOFSTEDE, J.C.

‘HOW’ → BISSCHOP, W.S.

‘HUIB’ → BOR, van der, K.

‘HUIZINGA’ → BRAUW, de, R.

HULSTEIJN, van, Cornelis Eliza: 19120208 Terneuzen – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430216/17; arrested on landing: @ training name Kees van der HOORN; operational name RADISH; code name in the field OTTEN; field name Cornelis Eliza van HOEK. 115

‘Hunting’ → HINDERINK, J.R.

109 TNA HS 7/159, 194110; → also HS 9/728/1.
110 → also TNA HS 9/737/1.
111 TNA HS 7/159, 194109; → also HS 9/737/4.
112 → also TNA HS 9/739 (closed).
113 Or 19240620 Barneveld.
114 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil..., bijlage, p. 89) near Kasteel Oolde (Laren, Gelderland).
115 TNA HS 7/159, 194302; → also HS 9/1506 (closed) (in the Catalogue Van HULSTEIJN’s name is spelled ‘Van HULSTEYN’).
‘IAY’ → RIETSCHOTEN, van, J.J.
‘IJISBERG’ → BEMMEL, van, C.H.
‘INGEN, van, Piet’ → AULNIS de BOUROUIL, d’, baron, P.-L.
‘IRENE’ → STOK, van der, J.P.
‘IVAN’ → WEGNER, A.J.
‘IVO’ → SANDERS, H.A.J.

‘JAAP’ → WIEDEMANN, O.M.
‘JACOB’ → HEMERT, van, G.J.
‘JACQUES’ → PUNTMAN, A.N.A.
‘JACQUES’ → UBBINK, J.B.

JAMBROES, George Louis: 19050422 Amsterdam – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to contact leaders of the Ordedienst and to explain to them the Plan for Holland, b. to organize recruitment of suitable persons to implement the Plan, c. to organize reception committees, d. to contact the Inlichtingendienst (Van Hattem) on behalf of MI6; 19420626/27 (near Kallenkote, south of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Gerard Lodewijk JURGENS; code name operation MARROW; operational name MARROW (Minor); code name in the field JOHANNES; code name in the field JANSEN; field name Gerrit Leendert JONKERS.116

‘JAMES, St’ → JONGE, de, H.G.
‘JAN’ → DIESFELDT, J.H.
‘JAN’ → RIETSCHOTEN, van, J.J.
‘JAN’ → STAM, J.W.
‘JANSEN’ → JAMBROES, G.L.
‘JANSEN, Loek’ → JONGELIE, R.C.
‘JANTJE’ → HAAS, de, J.H.M.

JANZEN, Edward Willem: 19200520 Amsterdam – 19450412 Loosdrecht; MI6 agent; wireless operator for the Geheime Dienst Nederland group; 19450411/12 (Loosdrecht, Utrecht; code name Popeye); drowned on landing: @ traffic plan St HIBERNIA; traffic plan St SAXONIA; code name NOORDEWIND; Piet SMIT; field name Eddy de VRIES.

‘JAY-JAY’: the PARSNIP operation [Van RIETSCHOTEN] covered an organizer who would act as assistant to CARROT [DESSING] and his @ was JAY-JAY (→ also IAY); he was to work in the Amsterdam area while PARSNIP worked in the Rotterdam/Dordrecht area.117

‘JEFFERS, Han’ → JORDAAN, H.J.
‘JINGLE’ → GREIDANUS, J.
‘JO’ → LAAK, ter, J.H.A.M.
‘JOHANNES’ → JAMBROES, G.L.
‘JOHANSEN’ → BAKKERS, J.
‘JOHANSEN’ → STOK, van der, J.P.
‘JOHN’ → MOLENAAR, J.
‘JOHN, St’ → GERBRANDS, P.R.
‘JOHNSON, Robert’ → BERGMANN, A.

JONES, S.C.: ?
‘JONG, de, Guus’ → JONGE, de, H.G.
‘JONG, de, Henk’ → JONGE, de, E.W.
‘JONG, de, Klaas’ → ALBLAS, A.H.

JONGE, de, Ernst Willem, jhr: 19140522 Sinabang (Simeulue, an island off North-West Sumatra, Dutch East Indies) – 19440903 Rawicz; MI6 agent; military, maritime and economic espionage; to contact the politician Koos Vorrink and others; infiltrated by sea near Katwijk aan Zee (Zuid-

116 TNA HS 7/159, 194206; → also HS 9/787/1.
117 TNA HS 7/231, p. 3676.
Holland) 19420223/24; arrested 19420522: @ code name COWLEY; SHREWSBURY; Van der PLAS; Henk de JONG.118

**JONGE**, de, Hendrik Geert (Henk): 19161228 Doorwerth; MI6 agent; to contact the Ordedienst and the Nationaal Comité; to organize intelligence networks; 19430311/12 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe); arrested 19431108 (in the south of France during the journey back); returned 19450509: @ code name operation ADMIRAL; traffic plan St JAMES; BI internal code name BERTHUS; ALBRECHT; Guus de JONG; De RUYTER; Albrecht van FLORYS; field name Piet van VLIET.120

**JONGELIE**, Roelof Christiaan (Roel): 19030225 Amsterdam – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; to gather information for the Plan for Holland; to contact political parties; to contact the leaders of the Inlichtingendienst (ID) [of Han van HATTEM] as liaison officer of the Dutch military intelligence service and to act as channel for instruction from London to the ID; to tell the ID to give him all possible assistance by providing reports, information, agents, or any other help in his capacity as official Dutch government envoy; 19420924/25 (east of Assen, Drenthe); arrested on landing: @ training name Loek JANSMA; code name operation PARSLEY; code name Arie CHALFONT OFFICIER; code name in the field ARIE; field name Henri Jean Cornielle HAVER.121

‘JONKERS, Gerrit Leendert’ ➔ JAMBROES, G.L.

‘JONKERS SMIT’ ➔ BUKKENS, J.

‘JOOST’ ➔ OS, van, G.

**JORDAAN**, Hendrik Johan (Han): 19180709 Haaksbergen – 19450421 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Ras; 19420328/29 (near Holten, Overijssel); arrested 19420503: @ training name Han JEFFERS; code name operation LETTUCE; operational name TRUMPET Major; code name in the field HAN; VULKAAN; field name Johan ROESSINGH; field name Gerard ROELOFS.122

‘JOSEPH’ ➔ KOERSHUIS, J.

‘JOSEPHINE’ ➔ HAMILTON, A.M.F.

‘JOSIE’ ➔ HAEREN, van, J.A.G.

‘JUDE, St’ ➔ LEUS, H.

‘JULIUS’ ➔ BRAUW, de, R.

‘JULIUS’ ➔ VISser, W.G.

‘JUNG’ ➔ ENSINK, G.L.

‘JUPITER’ ➔ WEERD, van der, G.M.

‘JURGENS, G.’ ➔ ENSINK, G.L.

‘JURGENS, Gerard Lodewijk’ ➔ JAMBROES, G.L.

**KAAM**, Roelof: tried to cross Biesbosch 19450318, but failed: @ code name team MARY.

‘KALE’ ➔ BEUKEMA toe WATER, K.W.A.

‘KAMP, Johannes Albertus’ ➔ WALTER, J.A.

‘KAMPENHORST, Peter’ ➔ KAMPHORST, P.

**KAMPHORST**, Pieter (or Peter): 18941124 Ermelo – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; sabotage (Plan for Holland); 19421021/22 (near Ermelo, Gelderland); arrested on landing: @ training name Pieter KERKHOF; code name operation TOMATO; operational name TOMATO A; code name in the field EDDY (also EDDIE); field name Pieter van PUTTEN; Peter KAMPENHORST.123

‘KANGEROE’ ➔ RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.

‘KAREL’ ➔ AUSEMS, A.W.M.

‘KAREL’ ➔ REISIGER, G.H.

‘KARELS, Jan Christiaan’ ➔ KIST, J.C.

---

119 ➔ also PEC 4B, bijlage 14, p. 27; 4 C I, p. 243–.
120 ➔ also H.G. de Jonge in PEC 4C I, p. 957–, and 4C II, p. 1492–.
121 TNA HS 7/159, 194209; ➔ also HS 9/810/2.
122 TNA HS 7/225, p. 2639; ➔ also HS 9/812/1.
123 TNA HS 7/159, 194210; ➔ also HS 9/819/6.
‘KAY, captain’ → KRAGT, D.
‘KEES’ → BEUKEMA toe WATER, K.W.A.
‘KEES’ → SPORRE, C.J.
‘KEES’ → STEEN, H.
‘KERKHOF, Pieter’ → KAMPHORST, P.
‘KEUR’ → OVERES, H.J.
‘KEYSTONE’ consisted of three parties: → DRUCE; → HOLLAND, R.J., and BEEK, van, W.F; → STUART.
‘KIEK, Barend’ → KLOOSS, B.

KIEK, Maurits: 19090805 The Hague – 19800213 Wassenaar; MI9 agent; wireless operator to Charles Guelette (@ Felix); to organize an escape line; 19430714 (Northern France); infiltrated Belgium near Fourbechies 19430717; arrested in Brussels 19430915; 124 condemned to death, sentence not enforced; freed in Amberg (Bavaria) 19450423: @ the Black CAT; KING.125

KIEK, M.: 19090805 The Hague – 19800213 Wassenaar; MI9 agent; wireless operator to Charles Guelette (@ Felix); to organize an escape line; 19430714 (Northern France); infiltrated Belgium near Fourbechies 19430717; arrested in Brussels 19430915; 124 condemned to death, sentence not enforced; freed in Amberg (Bavaria) 19450423: @ the Black CAT; KING.125

KIEK, Maurits: 19090805 The Hague – 19800213 Wassenaar; MI9 agent; wireless operator to Charles Guelette (@ Felix); to organize an escape line; 19430714 (Northern France); infiltrated Belgium near Fourbechies 19430717; arrested in Brussels 19430915; 124 condemned to death, sentence not enforced; freed in Amberg (Bavaria) 19450423: @ the Black CAT; KING.125

‘KIKKERDRIL’ → MOOIWEER, K.Ch.

‘KING’ → KIEK, M.

‘KING, captain’ → KIRSCHEN, G.-S.J.A.

‘KING KONG’ → LINDEMANS, C.A.

KIRSCHEN, Gilbert-Sadi J.A.: 19160406 Brussels – 19910526; Belgian; in command of an SAS team; to gather information for operation Market-Garden, to locate V2 sites, and to organize resistance groups; 19440915 (near Nijkerk, Gelderland); mission accomplished/returned in 194502/03: @ code name team FABIAN; captain KING.

KIST, Jan Christiaan: 19130922 Leiden – 19440131 Rawicz; SOE agent; liaison to the Inlichtingendienst (ID); 19430218/19 (near Holten, Overijssel?); arrested on landing: @ training name Jan Christiaan KARELS; operational name HOCKEY; Jan WILSON; code name in the field BRUINSM; code name in the field WALT; field name Johannes KOK.126

KIST, Jan Christiaan: 19130922 Leiden – 19440131 Rawicz; SOE agent; liaison to the Inlichtingendienst (ID); 19430218/19 (near Holten, Overijssel?); arrested on landing: @ training name Jan Christiaan KARELS; operational name HOCKEY; Jan WILSON; code name in the field BRUINSM; code name in the field WALT; field name Johannes KOK.126

KLEIN, Minne’ → KOOLSTRA, M.

KLIJN, Joop’ → BUUNK, G.B.

KLIJN, de, Arie’ → KRUIFF, de, A.J.

KLOOSS, Barend: 19131022 Rotterdam – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to sabotage in Overijssel and to obstruct a possible German invasion of the UK from Holland (Plan Claribel); 19420405/06 (near Harskamp, Ede, Gelderland); arrested 19420429: @ training name Barend KIEK; code name operation LEEK; code name in the field BOB; field name Barend KLOOS.128

KNOTTENBELT, Maarten Jan: 19200312 Batavia (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 20040819 The Hague; Jedburgh agent; 19440917 (near Renkum, Gelderland); wounded; escaped 194409: @ code name team CLAUDE.129

KNOTTENBELT, Maarten Jan: 19200312 Batavia (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 20040819 The Hague; Jedburgh agent; 19450403/04 (near Barneveld, Gelderland); overrun 19450417: @ code name team GAMBLING; operational name GAMBLING II.130

124 According to Strubbe (in Geheime oorlog 40/45, p. 411) 19430905.
125 Email 20040103 Robert A. Kiek (via Marianne van Praag) to Christopher A. Long.
126 TNA HS 7/274, 194304; also HS 9/844/5.
127 Schreieder, Het Engelandspiel, p. 80.
128 TNA HS 7/159, 194204; also HS 9/847/5.
129 → also TNA HS 9/850 (closed).
130 → also TNA HS 9/850 (closed).
KOERSHUIS, J.: OSS agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450311; to gather information in Germany but failed: @ code name mission FLORIDA; JOSEPH; Johan KOOYMANS; Joseph SWAGERMANS.

‘KOHLRABI’ → BOOGAART, P.C.

‘KOK’ → KIST, J.C.

‘KOLENBRANDER, A.K.’ → MOOY, A.K.

‘KOLFF, Meindert’ → KOOYMANS, Johan.

KOERSHUIS, J.: OSS agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450311; to gather information in Germany but failed: @ code name mission FLORIDA; JOSEPH; Johan KOOYMANS; Joseph SWAGERMANS.

KOONING, de, N.J.: –19970519; SAS agent; 19441010/11 (near Veenhuizen, Drenthe): @ code name team PORTIA.131

KOOLSTRA, Meindert: 19170604 Dantumadeel (Rinsumageest) – 19440906 Mauthausen; MI6 agent; assistant of Steeksma; 19421021/22 (near Ermelo, Gelderland); arrested on landing: @ training name Meindert KOLFF; code name operation CELERY; operational name CELEXY A or II; code name in the field MURK; field name Minne KLEIN.132

KOOPMANS, Harmen (Harm): 19201008 Groningen – 19450308 Woeste Hoeve, Apeldoorn; MI6 agent; to reinforce the Packard group (S-phone contact); 19441006/07 (near Dokkum, Friesland); arrested 19441110: @ code name operation DOUG; traffic plan St FRANCIS; code name BROODTROMMEL; BURSTOW; field name B. BEKKER; field name Jacobus de LANGE.

KOOPS’ → KUENEN, G.J.

‘KOOS’ → MULHOLLAND, L.G.

‘KOOP, F.’: MI9 agent; to organize an escape line; contact with RVV; spring 1943; lost his W/T during the drop; worked till 194505.

KOOPSTRA, Arie: BI agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450314; S-phone instructor: @ (team) DOUGLAS.

‘KOOPSTRA, Arie’ → HOOIJER, G.F.

‘KOOPSTRA, Johan’ → KOERSHUIS, J.

KORS, Kees’ → LOON, van, J.E.

KOUDENHOVEN, G. (Gerard): 19200818 Maassluis – 20061224; MI6 agent; wireless operator of Mans to the Packard group; 19441005/06 (near Orvelte, Drenthe); active till 19441110, when he had to go into hiding: @ traffic plan St GREGORY; BI internal code name FRITS; code name LICHTSCHIP; FRITS; code name Frits DOBBELAAR; GLIMWORM; field name G. van KLAVEREN; August van KLAVEREN; field name Gerrit François GRANSBERG.

KOUZNETSOV, Pavel’ → KUHN, B.

‘KRAAI, Gerrit’ → KROON, G.

KRAAI, Gerrit: 19091002 Apeldoorn – 19450502 Kdo. Sandbo stel, Neuengamme (Germany); SOE agent; reconnaissance (Plan for Holland); 19421128/29, possibly near Amerongen.

KRAIJFF, de, Arie Johannes: 19121106 Amsterdam – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; reconnaissance (Plan for Holland); 19421129/30;135 arrested on landing: @ training name A.J. de

131 Possibly Nikolaas Jacobus de KONING, 19070916 (TNA HS 9/858/1, closed).

132 TNA HS 7/159, 194210/15 also HS 9/858/5.

133 Also PEC 4C II, p. 1320-.

134 Also TNA HS 9/865/2.

135 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil…, part I, p. 535) 19421128/29, possibly near Amerongen.
KLUJN; operational name MUSTARD; code name in the field ELST; field name Arie Johannes KUYPER.\textsuperscript{136}

KRUYT, John Wilhelm: 18770908 Amsterdam; was trained, together with his son Nico Kruyt, in the USSR; NKVD agent; wireless operator for the Red Orchestra; fractured a leg when landing 19420624/25 (near Ciney, Belgium); was arrested a few days later; executed: @ BURGUNDY.\textsuperscript{137}

KRUYT, Nicodemus (Nico): 1916 – 19540718 Amsterdam; was trained, together with his father J.W. Kruyt, in the USSR; NKVD agent; wireless operator to C.M. Dekkers; 19420621/22 (near Hulshorst, Gelderland); later succeeded by B. KÜHN: @ BARAC; Nikolaj KRAVETS; SCHOUTEN.

KUENEN, Gerrit Jan (Jan): 19180113 Aalten – 19440601 Gilze; SOE agent; wireless operator to C.M. Dekkers; 19440531/0601 (the Hudson (V9155) of 161 Special Duties Squadron was shot down near air base Gilze-Rijen and Kuenen and Dekkers were killed): @ code name FOOTBALL; KOOPS.\textsuperscript{138}

KUHN, Bruno: German; 1901 – 1943; NKVD agent; wireless operator; 19421129/30 (near Hulshorst, Gelderland); arrested 19430728; suicide: @ code name operation PICKAXE II; Pavèl KOUZNETSOV; SAUTERNE.\textsuperscript{139}

\textsuperscript{136} TNA HS 7/159, 194211; @ also HS 9/865/8.

\textsuperscript{137} @ also TNA HS 7/159, 194211; 194405; no personnel file.

\textsuperscript{138} TNA HS 7/159, 194405; no personnel file.

\textsuperscript{139} Also TNA HS 9/872/4 (according to this file he was born 19220807).

\textsuperscript{140} As Lauwers was known as ‘Wittebol’ in prewar Holland, it was deemed safe to use the name ‘Lauwers’ as field name.

\textsuperscript{141} According to Zwanenburg (in \textit{En nooit was het stil…}, part I, p. 530) near Hoogersmilde.

\textsuperscript{142} Former surname: WITTEBOL.

\textsuperscript{143} According to H.M.G. Lauwers (in \textit{PEC} 4C I, p. 214), he was parachuted 19411106/07.

\textsuperscript{144} As Lauwers was known as ‘Wittebol’ in prewar Holland, it was deemed safe to use the name ‘Lauwers’ as field name.

\textsuperscript{145} TNA HS 7/159, 1944111; @ also HS 9/894/3.\textsuperscript{14} Also H.M.G. Lauwers in \textit{PEC} 4C I, p. 206-, and 4C II, p. 1131.-
'LEATHERHEAD' → SCHREINEMACHERS, W.J.H.

LEBAS: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).

LEBRUN → HAEREN, van, J.A.G.

LEEK: 19420216/17: code name for an organizer who was going to eastern Holland and would later be joined by a wireless operator; 19420223/24/25: the name of this agent in the field would be Barend KLOOS [KLOOSS]; he would live in Utrecht as an insurance agent, although he would be operating in the Hengelo district; he was expected to depart on 19420325; 194203: Hendrik SEBERS [SEBES] would join this operation, posing as a tailor; → also CARROT A.146

LEEK → KLOOSS, B., and HEMERT, van, G.J.

LEEK II → SEBES, H.J.

LEEK A → HEMERT, van, G.J.

LEENDERT → BRANDJES, J.J.

LEESTEMAKER → LUYKENAAR, J.H.

LEEUW, de, P. → ALEBEEK, van, J.J.L.M.

LEEUW, de, Pieter → VERHAGE, M.

LEEUWEN, Van → LAUWERS, H.M.G.

LEMONTREE → KRAGT, D.

LEO → ANDRINGA, L.C.T.

LEONARD, St → STOK, van der, J.P.

LEONARDS → ADRIAANSEN, J.

LEROS, J.J. → SCHIJVEN, J.J.

LETTABOER, Hendrik (Henk): 19160403 Almelo – 20020106 Gorinc hem; MI6 agent; wireless operator to Van Borssum Buisman; 19430622/23 (near Mariënberg, east of Ommen, Overijssel); detected by direction finding and arrested 19440203; freed in Rathenow-Heidefeld (Germany) 19450426; returned 19450605: @ traffic plan St PAUL; BI internal code name AUGUST; HEINTJE II; De GRAAF; field name Hendrik de WIT.

LETTUCE: an operation involving wireless operator TRUMPET [JORDAAN] and organizer DOLAN [RAS].147

LETTUCE → JORDAAN, H.J., and RAS, G.H.G.

LETTUCE I: 194204: an operation to drop supplies to the LETTUCE party.148

LEURQUIN, Jean Felix Joseph Ghislain: 19210729; Verstrepen group; SOE agent; 19450406; mission accomplished 19450422.149

LEUS, Herman: 19171218 Hengelo – 19450308 Woeste Hoeve, Apeldoorn; MI6 agent; wireless operator to J. Faber; 19440410/11 (near Buurmalsen-Tricht, Gelderland); arrested 19441217; @ code name operation BRADFIELD; traffic plan St JUDE; BI internal code name GERARD; Jacob WEERINK; field name Jan Willem WIEMERS.

LEUSINK, W.A. → ENSINK, G.L.

LEVAUX, J.: -1990; Belgian; SAS agent; to gather information; 19440925/26 (near Westerbork, Drenthe): @ code name group GOBBO.

LEWIS → SCHREINEMACHERS, W.J.H.

LICHTSCHIP → KOUWENHOVEN, G.

LICHTSCHIP → SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.

LIGNIER: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).

LIJSTERBES → HOOIJER, G.F.

LINDEMANS, Christiaan Antonius (Chris): 19120102 Rotterdam – 19460720 The Hague; MI9 agent; to contact the resistance in Eindhoven; 19440914/15; as a German double agent he told the Abwehr everything he had heard from HRH Prince Bernhard and his staff, and from British and Dutch agents.150

---

146 TNA HS 7/228, p. 3029, 3109, 3387.
147 TNA HS 7/222, p. 2909.
148 TNA HS 7/231, p. 3675.
149 Also TNA HS 9/917 (closed).
150 According to Caspers (in Vechten voor vrijheid, p. 204) Leus was arrested 19441213.
Canadian intelligence officers; 19441028 arrested on suspicion of treason; committed suicide: Christiaan BRAND; KING KONG; KLAPSIGAAR.\footnote{also TNA 2/231-237. Also De Graaff, Spion in de tuin, and Bob de Graaff, Dood van een dubbelspion: de laatste dagen van Christiaan Lindemans. ’s-Gravenhage, Sdu, 1997.}

LINDO, Alexander Edward (Lex): 19130103 Surabaya (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19850707 Arnhem; BI agent; observer for Albrecht; crossed Biesbosch 19450318; arrested during crossing: @ CHARLES.

‘LODEWIJK’ \(\rightarrow\) LUYKENAAR, J.H.

‘LOE’ \(\rightarrow\) DESSING, G.P.W.

LOEKEN, van, Hendrik: 19150901 Zeist – 19970608 Leiden; son of H.L. van Loenen; escaped from occupied territory; MI9 agent; S-phone operator; crossed Biesbosch in 194410; active for an escape line in Amerongen: @ code name mission CAWTON; BOB.

LOEKEN, van, Hendrik: 19150901 Zeist – 19970608 Leiden; son of H.L. van Loenen; MI9 agent; 19441228/29 (near Renswoude, Utrecht): @ code name mission CAWTON; BOB.

LOEKEN, van, Herman Lucas: 18890815 Apeldoorn – 19770607 Zeist; escaped from occupied territory; MI9 agent; S-phone operator; crossed the Rhine in 194410; organized the escape of twenty evaders; gathered military information as from beginning of 1945: @ (code name mission) ALEX; LUUK.

‘LOOHUIZEN, Evert’ \(\rightarrow\) BAKKERS, J.

‘LOOHUIZEN, Evert’ \(\rightarrow\) BUKKENS, J.

‘LOOMAN, H.N.G.’ \(\rightarrow\) LAUWERS, H.M.G.

LOON, van, Jacobus Eugène (Jacques): 19190408 Bergen op Zoom; MI6 agent; wireless operator to Ausems; 19440229/0301 (near Rijsbergen, Noord-Brabant); dismissed as agent 19441211: @ MARLBOROUGH; traffic plan St GILES; BI internal code name ADAM; Kees KORS; field name G. van den BROEKE (or C. van den BROCKE).

‘LOUIS’ \(\rightarrow\) UBBINK, J.B.

‘LOUIS, St’ \(\rightarrow\) AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, P.-L.

‘LOUISE’ \(\rightarrow\) STORM van LEEUWEN, A., and WESTRA HOEKZEMA, W.A.

‘LUIT, De’ \(\rightarrow\) STEEN, H.

‘LUUK’ \(\rightarrow\) LOENEN, van, H.L.

LUYKENAAR, Johannes Hendrik (Joop): 19180119 – 1996; SOE agent; organizer; 19440828/29 (near Voorthuizen, Gelderland); returned mid 194503: @ code name SHOOTING; code name in the field LODEWIJK; signals plan WITHRAM; LEESTEMAKER.\footnote{Also TNA HS 9/951 (closed).}

‘MAARTENS, Piet J.A.’ \(\rightarrow\) GERBRANDS, P.R.

‘MAAS’ \(\rightarrow\) POUWELS, C.C.

‘MAAS, Dirk’ \(\rightarrow\) STUVEL, F.T.

MACARÉ, Humphrey Max: 19211012 Bandung (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440430 Rawicz; SOE agent; wireless operator to Steeksma; 19421024/25 (near Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name M. MEBINS; code name SCHAAF; code name operation CELERY; operational name CELERY C; code name in the field SCHAAP; field name Barend MERENS.\footnote{TNA HS 7/274, 194207.}

‘MACBEFF’ \(\rightarrow\) DEBEFVE, E.

‘MAERTENS’ \(\rightarrow\) MOLENAAR, J.

‘MAGNUS (CLIFTON), St’ \(\rightarrow\) HOOGEOVOONING, F.J.

‘MANGOLD’, 194207: code name for sending DUBOIS [?DROOGLEEVER FORTUIJN?] to join MARROW [JAMBROES] as organizer-instructor.\footnote{TNA HS 7/159, 194210; also HS 9/973/3.}

‘MANGOLD’ \(\rightarrow\) DROOGLEEVER FORTUIJN, C.

MANS, Karel August: 19131111 Majalengka (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19810218 Haarlem; MI6 agent; to check the security of some BI lines; to collaborate with the Packard group; 19440804/05 (near Groot-Ammers, Zuid-Holland); arrested 19441110; escaped 19441112: @ DOWNSIDE; BI
internal code name SIMON; CHARLES; G. BURNS; Harry BURNS; code name VUURTOREN; OOSTHOF: OOSTVEEN; SCHAMHARD; field name Johannes A.K. OOSTERHOUT.  

‘MARGARINE’ → ENSINK, G.L.  
‘MARIA’ → CHRISTIAANSEN, J.M.  
‘MARIETTA’ → GENTIS, M.A.H.  
‘MARK, St’ → HOOIJER, G.F.  
‘MARLBOROUGH’ → AUSEMS, A.W.M., and LOON, van, J.E.  
‘MARROW’: code name for sending an organizer (JURGENS) [JAMBROES] and a wireless operator (BOOGAERT) [BUKKENS] to organize a Secret Army to act behind the lines when the Allies invaded the continent [Plan for Holland].

‘MARROW’ → JAMBORES, G.L.  
‘MARROW II’ → BUKKENS, J.  
‘MARTIN’ → BOIS, du, A.  
‘MARTIN’ → MOLENAAR, J.  
‘MARTIN, St’ → ALEBEEK, van, J.L.Th.M.  
‘MARY’ → SCHIJVEN, J.J., and KAAM, R.  

MASON, G.W.: Briton; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator; 19440917 (near Son, Noord-Brabant): @ code name team DANIEL II.  

‘MAURICE’ → GERBRANDS, P.R.  
‘MAURICE, St’ → BOUMAN, P.  
‘MAURITS’ → BEEKMAN, J.  
‘MAX’ → SMID, M.A.  

McCORD SOLLENBERGER: American; OSS agent; Jedburgh agent; 19440917 (near Hellendoorn, Overijssel); soon overrun: @ code name team EDWARD.  

‘MEBINS, M.’ → MACARÉ, H.M.  
‘MEELZAK’ → VRIES, de, W.L.H.  

MEER, van der, Jacobus Martinus (Jacky): 19220715 – 19871212; SOE agent; organizer; 19440828/29 (Halifax MkV MA-W LL388 of 161 Special Duties Squadron crashed near Engelen, Noord-Brabant); came out 19441110/11: @ code name operation STALKING; code name STALKING; MEYER.

‘MEESTER, de, Gerard’ → BORSSUM BUisman, van, G.A.  
‘MEIER, Frans’ → FABER, J.  
‘MENECRATES’ → VISSER, W.A.M.  

MENZIES, James Stuart Scott: 19190601; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator; 19450403/04 (near Barneveld, Gelderland); overrun 19450417: @ code name team GAMBLING; operational name GAMBLING III.

‘MERENS, Barend’ → MACARÉ, H.M.  
‘MERTENS’ → MINK, A.B.  
‘MEULEN, van der, D.’ → VRIES, de, W.L.H.  
‘MEYER’ → MEER, van der, J.M.  

MICHELS, R.C. (Bob): 19161118 – 19880607 Doetinchem; in command of an SAS team; 19441010/11 (near Veenhuizen, Drenthe): @ code name team PORTIA.  
‘MIER, Krankzinnige’ → BLOOIS, de, J.  
‘MIK’ → GIJSSER, van, der. A.C.  

MILLS, R.: ex F Section staff; Jedburgh agent; 19440917 (near Hellendoorn, Overijssel): @ code name team EDWARD; majoor HENK.  

MINK, Antoon Berend (Anton): 19181021 Den Helder – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430521/22; arrested on landing: @ training name Anton BARENDs; code name

---

155 → also K.A. Mans in PEC 4C II, p. 1166-.  
156 TNA HS 7/233, p. 3979.  
157 Possibly George William MASON, 19221219 (TNA HS 9/999, closed).  
158 → also TNA HS 9/1389 (closed).  
159 → also TNA HS 9/1507 (closed).  
160 → also TNA HS 9/1021/4 (closed).
operation POLO; MERTENS; code name in the field HERBERT; field name Anton Berend MINK.  

**MOLENAAR**, Jan: 19180412 Waddinxveen – 19420329\(^{162}\) Hellendoorn; SOE agent; wireless operator to Andringa; 19420328/29 (near Holten, Overijssel); injured and took his L-pill; his signals plan was used by another wireless operator, known by the code name GILGAL, but in fact a German operator; in 194209 it was decided to change this code name to SWEDE, starting a new signals plan and code: @ training name Jan MAARTENS; code name operation TURNIP; operational name TURNIP II; code name in the field JOHN; field name Jan MOLENAAR; MARTIN; MAERTENS.\(^{163}\)

‘MOLENAAR, Piet’ → VRIES, de, W.L.H.

‘MONOPOLY’ → STOPPELAAR, de, G.

**MOOIWEER**, Karel Christiaan (Robbie): 19230414\(^{164}\) Bloemendaal – 1971; MI6 agent; liaison to the Albrecht group; 19440605/06 (near Waardenburg, Gelderland); 19441128 mission accomplished; returned 19441217: @ code name operation WESTMINSTER; traffic plan St BAVO; BI internal code name JACK; code name KIKKERDRIL; Robbie van VEEN; HEIN; field name F.P.J. van der ZEE.

**MOOIWEER**, Karel Christiaan (Robbie): 19230414\(^{165}\) Bloemendaal – 1971; MI6 agent; activities for the Albrecht group; 19441230/31 (near Zwammerdam, Zuid-Holland); mission accomplished 19450505: @ traffic plan St WALTER; RUMFLESCH; GEORGE; Robbie van VEEN; field name H. STEVENS; field name F.P.J. van der ZEE.

‘MOOK, van, Dirk Johannes’ → WEELINCK, H.R.


**MOOY**, Adriaan Klaas (Arie): 19190711 Amersfoort – 19440430 Rawicz; SOE agent; a. to become regional commander for Overijssel or Gelderland in connection with the Plan for Holland, and in this capacity give guidance and instruction to personnel already recruited, b. to organize the reception of personnel and supplies, c. to prepare the exfiltration of Jambroes by air; 19420924/25; arrested on landing: @ training name Adriaan Klaas COLENBRANDER; operational name CAULIFLOWER; code name in the field GERARD; A.K. KOENBRANDER; code name in the field THOMAS; field name Willem Wijnand MOOY.\(^{166}\)

‘MOOY, Willem Wijnand’ → MOOY, A.K.

**MOYSE**, Jean: -1990; Belgian; SAS agent; → Kirsch; 19440915 (near Nijkerk, Gelderland): @ code name team FABIAN.

**MULDER**, Menco Rein: 19231223 Groningen – 19450424 Utrecht; MI6 agent; wireless operator for the Packard group; 19450327/28\(^{167}\) (near Groningen); detected by direction finding and arrested 19450416: @ traffic plan St FRANK; P. van GEMERT; GREMLIN; Guus GREULEN; field name Guus BOLMAN.

‘MULDERS’ → HINDERINK, J.R.

**MULHOLLAND**, Leonard George (Louk): 19200920; SOE agent; to check existing contacts; sabotage; 1940705/06 (near Epe, Gelderland); arrested 19441111; returned in 194504: @ code name operation RODEX I; code name RODEX; KOOS; Leonard George SANDERS; signals plan TEES.\(^{168}\)

‘MURK’ → KOOLSTRA, M.

‘MUSTARD’ → KRUIJFF, de, A.J.

‘NAPIER’ → NIERMEIJER, W.J.

‘NASH’ → NIERMEIJER, W.J.

‘NECKING’ → TAZELAAR, P.

\(^{161}\) TNA HS 7/159, 194305: → also HS 9/1039/3.

\(^{162}\) According to the OGS 19420328.

\(^{163}\) TNA HS 7/222, p. 2023; HS 7/274, 194209: → also HS 9/1048/4.

\(^{164}\) Or 19230514.

\(^{165}\) Or 19230514.

\(^{166}\) TNA HS 7/159, 194209: → also HS 9/1057/2.

\(^{167}\) Or 19450326/27.

\(^{168}\) → also TNA HS 9/1073/4 (closed).
‘NES, van, Willem J.’ → NIERMEIJER, W.J.
‘NETBALL’ → ROUWERD, F.W.

NEWMAN, I.: ?
‘NICO’ → HOEKMAN, P.
‘NIDD’ → STEMAN, J.A., and BIALLOSTERSKI, T.

NIERMEIJER, Willem Johan: 19140502 Alkmaar – 19440906 Mauthausen; MI6 agent; to contact Koos Vorrink; 19420328/29 (near Peperga, Friesland); arrested 19421006: @ code name NAPIER; code name NASH; field name Willem J. van NES.

‘NIEUWENHUIZEN, Tini’ → SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.

NIJDAM, Bernardus Petrus Johannes Antonius: 19200331; SOE agent; organizer, to assist Borghouts; 19450422/23 (near Nieuwkoop, Zuid-Holland (code name Cod)); severely injured on landing; overrun in 194505: @ code name YELP.169

‘NIJHOF, Pieter’ → KWINT, P.J.
‘NOL’ → DUIN, van, A.
‘NOL’ → WILDEN, van der, P.

NOORBEEK: MI9 agent; S-phone operator: @ code name team YELLOW HAMMER.

‘NOORDEWIND’ → JANZEN, E.W.

NORMAN, G.: ?

‘OLIVIER’ → EWIICK, van, W.

OLMSTED, John Malcolm: 1914; American; OSS agent; Jedburgh agent; 19440911/12 (near Wierden, Overijssel); escaped from occupied Holland 19441124: @ code name mission POACHING; code name team DUDLEY.170

‘ONION’: code name for bringing back the MARROW organizer [JAMBORES] some time in 194208; in 194211 this was changed to bringing back a man by sea from the Dutch coast; MARROW would now be exfiltrated by seaplane in operation GARLIC; in 194302 this was changed to bringing back an agent from Holland by Lysander (the operation to which the code name was previously given had now been cancelled).171

‘OOMEN, H.’ → OVERES, H.J.
‘OOSTHOUT, Johannes A.K.’ → MANS, K.A.
‘OOSTEROM, Van’ → OS, van, G.
‘OOSTHOF’ → MANS, K.A.
‘OOSTVEEN’ → MANS, K.A.

ORTT, Felix Dono, jhr: 19070121 Nijmegen – 19440430 Rawicz; MI6 agent; wireless operator to Emmer; landed by sea near Katwijk aan Zee (Zuid-Holland) 19420311/12; arrested 19420323: @ UNIC; ALBERT; DEKKER; OTTERLOO; field name Albert OVERBEEK.

‘ORVAL’ → SCARCERIAUX, M.H.

OS, van, Gerrit: 19140502 Hilversum – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; to organize and instruct Jambroes (Plan for Holland) and to send messages by carrier pigeon; 19430218/19 (near Voorthuizen?); arrested on landing: @ training name G. van OOSTEROM; operational name BROADBEAN; code name in the field FRANS; code name in the field JOOST; field name Gerard van EMDEN.172

‘OSSTEROM: → ‘STROMBOLI’.
‘OTTE’ → HULSTEIJN, van, C.E.
‘OTTERLOO’ → ORTT, F.D.
‘OUD, Hermanus Johannes’ → OVERES, H.J.
‘OVERBEEK, Albert’ → ORTT, F.D.

---

169 → also TNA HS 9/1103 (closed).
170 → also Olmsted; Hilbrink, Achter de linies; TNA HS 9/1121 (closed).
171 TNA HS 7/234, p. 4315; HS 7/274, 194211; 194302.
172 TNA HS 7/159, 194302; → also HS 9/1508/5 (in the Catalogue Van OS’ name is spelled ‘Van OSS’).
OVERES, Hermanus Johannes: 19081007 Amsterdam – 19440907 Rawicz; SOE agent; Secret Army organizer (Plan for Holland); 19421130/1201 (near Amerongen, Utrecht); arrested on landing: @ training name Herman OOMEN; operational name CRESS; OVERLO; code name in the field KEUR; field name Hermanus Johannes OUD.

‘OVERLO’ ⇒ OVERES, H.J.

PALS, Michiel: 19120504 Hooge en Lage Zwaluwe – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; organizer for a region in the south of Holland to be allocated by the leader of the Secret Army, in connection with the Plan for Holland; 19421021/22 (near Ermelo, Gelderland); arrested on landing: @ training name Michiel POST; code name operation PUMPKIN; code name in the field ANKE; code name in the field POSTMAN; Marinus van den PLAS.

‘PALS’ ⇒ PUTT, van der, F.E.M.

PARLEVLIET, Hermanus: 19160516 Baarle-Nassau – 19440430 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to check the activities of Andringa, b. to blow up the locks in the Julianakanaal, c. to investigate the possibilities of opening a new sea-route for in- and ex-filtration, and to assist Andringa, d. to prepare plans and to collect supplies for the sabotage of railway traffic when instructed by London, e. to carry out sabotage acts in general; 19420529/30 (near Kallenkote, east of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Herman PIJNACKER; code name operation BEETROOT; operational name BEETROOT I; PIJNAKKER; code name in the field PUTE; field name Herman PRINS.

‘PARLEVLIET’ ⇒ HELSDINGEN, van, W.F.C., and STOOP, P.

PARLEVLIET, Hermanus: 19160516 Baarle-Nassau – 19440430 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to check the activities of Andringa, b. to blow up the locks in the Julianakanaal, c. to investigate the possibilities of opening a new sea-route for in- and ex-filtration, and to assist Andringa, d. to prepare plans and to collect supplies for the sabotage of railway traffic when instructed by London, e. to carry out sabotage acts in general; 19420529/30 (near Kallenkote, east of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Herman PIJNACKER; code name operation BEETROOT; operational name BEETROOT I; PIJNAKKER; code name in the field PUTE; field name Herman PRINS.

PEMBROKE: 19431117/18 161 Special Duties Squadron flew PEMBROKE, a successful MI6 blind drop of an agent in Holland; flying at 50 feet over Vlieland the pilot had time to report a single funnelled vessel, of about 4,000 tons, beached on the south side of the island; possibly MI9 agent ⇒ E.A. von BREUNING.

‘PENNING, Klaas’ ⇒ BOR, van der, K.

‘PETERS, Paul’ ⇒ POLAK, P.

‘PHÉLIPSE, St’ ⇒ BLEEKER, T.B.

‘PHILIP’ ⇒ BORSSUM BUISMAN, van, G.A.

‘PICKAXE II’ ⇒ KÜHN, B.

‘PIET’ ⇒ BUIZER, J.J.C.

‘PIET, Witte’ ⇒ BEER, de, P.J.

‘PIETER’ ⇒ GERBRANDS, P.R.

‘PIETERMAN’ ⇒ TAZELAAR, P.

‘PIETERS, Christiaan’ ⇒ POUWELS, C.C.

PIETQUIN, René: –1985; Belgian; SAS agent; ⇒ Kirschen; 19440915 (near Nijkerk, Gelderland): @ code name team FABIAN.

‘PIJL’ ⇒ HAAS, de, J.H.M.

‘PIJNAKKER, Herman’ ⇒ PARLEVLIET, H.

‘PIJNAKKER’ ⇒ PARLEVLIET, H.

173 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil…, part I, p. 535) 19421129/30 near Leersum.

174 ⇒ also TNA HS 9/1131/2.

175 TNA HS 7/159, 194210; ⇒ also HS 9/1140/5.

176 TNA HS 7/159, 194205; no TNA personnel file.

177 Clark, Agents by moonlight, p. 204.
'PIJNENBURG, L.M.' → PUNT, L.M.
'PIJPEKOP' → BRAUW, de, R.

PILOGET: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).

'PING' → BROEK, ten, R.M.
'PING-PONG' → SEIJBEN, J.H.
'PINKIE' → CNOOPS, A.J.M.

'PLAS, van den, Marinus' → PALS, M.
'PLAS, Van der' → JONGE, de, E.W.

PLEIJSIER, Wouter: 19220407 Groningen – 20050209 Opsterland; SOE agent; wireless operator to
Gehrels; 19450317/18 (near Stegerenveld (east of Ommen, Overijssel; code name Evert); overrun
19450401: @ code name mission RUMBLE.178

PLEIJSIER, Wouter: 19220407 Groningen – 20050209 Opsterland; SOE agent; wireless operator to
resistance groups in Noord-Holland; 19450422/23 (near Spanbroek, Noord-Holland; code name
Mandrill); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission RUMBLE II; operational name RUMBLE.179

'PLYM' → BIALLOSTERSKI, T., and VOS, de, P.
'POACHING' → AUSTIN, J.P.S., BRINKGREVE, H., and OLMSTED, J.M.

POLAK, Paul: –20030508; SOE agent; wireless operator to Biallosterski; 19440921/22 (near Berkel,
Zuid-Holland; code name Whiskey): @ code name BOATING; DOUWE; signals plan
TORRIDGE; field name H.C. van DEINSE.180

'POLO' → MINK, A.B.
'POMPE, Jack’ → PUNTMAN, A.N.A.
'POOT, R.A.' → GRISNIGT, R.A.

'POPEYE' → BANGMA, R.L.
'PORTIA' → GROENEWOUT, R.H.A., KONING, de, N., MICHELS, R.C., and VEER, van der, W.

'POST, Jan’ → HOEKMAN, P.

'POST, Michiel’ → PALS, M.
'POST, R.A.' → GRISNIGT, R.A.

POSTMA, Seerp: 19210927 Bedum – 19441202 Apeldoorn; SOE agent; to contact the LKP and the
LO; 19440807/08 (in the Wieringermerbolder); arrested 19441122: @ code name operation
SCULLING; code name SCULLING; Witte DIRK; signals plan WAVENEY.181

'POSTMAN, Anke’ → PALS, M.

'POTATO' → HAAS, de, J.H.M.

'POTATO A': code name for sending a vessel to within a mile of the Dutch coast to talk to POTATO
[De HAAS] by means of the S-phone.182

POUWELS, Charles Christiaan: 19230925 Padangpanjang (Sumatra, Dutch East Indies) – 19440430
Rawicz; SOE agent; wireless operator to Hofstede; 19421024/25 (near Holten, Overijssel?);
arrested on landing: @ training name Christiaan PRAAG; code name operation TOMATO;
operational name TOMATO C; code name in the field MAAS; field name Christiaan PIETERS.183

'PRAAG, C.' → POUWELS, C.C.

'PRINS' → RUSELER, G.L.

'PRINS, Herman' → PARLEVLIET, H.

'PUCK' → WEYDEN, van der, J.L.

'PUMPKIN' → PALS, M.

PUNT, Laurentius Maria (Laurens): 19181013 Alkmaar – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan
for Holland; 19430521/22; arrested on landing: @ training name L.M. PIJNENBURG; code name
operation SQUASH; code name in the field SIMON; field name Leo SMIT.184

178 also TNA HS 9/1195/2 (closed).
179 also TNA HS 9/1195/2 (closed).
180 He changed his name to Paul PETERS in 1946. No TNA file (perhaps in HS 6/751).
181 also TNA HS 9/1204/4.
182 TNA HS 7/233, p. 3977.
183 TNA HS 7/159, 194110; → also HS 9/1125/5.
184 TNA HS 7/159, 194305; → also HS 9/1217/6.
PUNTMAN, Antoon Nicolaas Albert: 19200707 Arnhem – 20050929 Arnhem; OSS agent; 19450424/25 (Ellmau, Austria): @ code name mission GEORGIA; Jack POMPE; TON; JACQUES.

‘PUTE’ → PARLEVLIET, H.

PUTT, van der, Floris Edmond Marie: 19210325; SOE agent; wireless operator, organizer, and to assist Borghouts; 19450422/23; overrun in 194505: @ code name SPLASH; Floris PALSTRA.185

‘PUTTEN, van, Pieter’ → KAMPHORST, P.

QUILLET: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 1945040708 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe).

‘RACQUETS’ → VERHOEF, P.

RADEMA, Evert: 19090807 Foxhol (Hoogezand-Sappemeer) – 19440906 Mauthausen; MI6 agent; wireless operator to E.W. de Jonge; infiltrated by sea near Katwijk aan Zee (Zuid-Holland) 19420223/24;186 arrested 19420529: @ REUTER; Van EIJCK; Van DIJCK; RUITER; RUITERS; field name Egbert REINDERS.

‘RADISH’ → HULSTEIJN, van, C.E.

‘RAKEE’ → BRINK, van, C.H.

‘RAP’ → DEKKER, den, C.

RAS, Gozewin Hendrik Gerard (Gosse): 19140827 Amsterdam – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; to organize sabotage groups and to select drop zones; 19420328/29 (near Holten, Overijssel); arrested 19420501: @ training name G. ROLFS; code name operation LETTUCE; DOLAN; code name in the field RICKY; field name Gerard ROELOFS.187

‘REGAN’ → ‘FABIAN’

REGNER, Jules: –20070302; Belgian; SAS agent; wireless operator; → Kirschen; 19440915 (near Nijkerk, Gelderland): @ code name team FABIAN.

REIJDEN, van der, Willem Jacobus (Wim): 19150216 Rotterdam; MI6 agent; wireless operator for the Contact Holland group; infiltrated by sea at Scheveningen 19411209/10; arrested 19420213: @ code name ROVER; Willem J. SCHOLTE; Bob SCHOLTE; SCHOETE; Dikke WILLEM.189

‘REINDERS, Egbert’ → RADEMA, E.

‘REINDERS, George Lodewijk’ → RUSELER, G.L.

REISIGER, Gerrit Heinrich (Gerrit): 19171201 Haarlemmermeer – 19450407 Itzehoe (Germany); SOE agent; wireless operator to Postma; 19440807/08 (in the Wieringermeerpolder); detected by direction finding and arrested 19441227: @ code name operation SCULLING; code name TURNIQUOITS; KAREL; Gerrit ROYEN; Gerrit ROCHARD; Gerrit van BERKEL; Gerrit HENRICUS; signals plan WAVENEY.190

‘REUTER’ → RADEMA, E.

‘REX’ → GRÜN, J.

‘RICKY’ → RAS, G.H.G.

RIDDER, de, Willem A.G.A.: BI agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450314; arrested 19450406; returned in 194505: @ (team) DOUGLAS; WIM.

RIETSCHOTEN, van, Jan Jacob: 19210825 Rotterdam – in 194407 near Haren (Noord-Brabant); SOE agent; had been given, like Buizer, the contact address Alex Wins, Topasstraat 21th Amsterdam; a. to organize and to instruct saboteurs in Zuid-Holland, b. to arrange reception, transport and storage of supplies, c. to sabotage when and where possible, d. to stay in touch with De Haas and Buizer; 19420622/23 (near Holten, Overijssel); arrested on landing; escaped 19431122; recaptured in 194405: @ training name Jan Jacob van ROSSUM; code name operation PARSNIP; code name in the field JAN; field name Johan van ROOYEN; IAY (your friend Jan).191

185 → also TNA HS 9/1509/1 (closed).

186 Hazelfloef Roelfzema, Soldaat van Oranje, p. 184.\ According to a report dated 19460322 (in NIMH Verkort archief BI, 47) he landed 19420222/23.

187 TNA HS 7/159, 194203; → also HS 9/1230/7 (according to this file he was born 19140828).

188 Or REGNIER.

189 → also W.J. van der Reijden in PEC 4C II, p. 1601-.

190 → also TNA HS 9/1244/8 (according to this file he was born 19170201).

191 TNA HS 7/159, 194206; → also HS 9/1509/7.\ → also ‘JAY JAY’.
RIJKSHOORN' → AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d', baron, P.-L.
RIJNEKE, Jacob Jan' → WIEDEMANN, O.M.
RIJSEWIJK, van, Adam Andreas Marie (André): 19191215 Breda – 20001113 Breda; MI6 agent; MI6 agent; arrived in Portugal 19410816; arrived (via München) in Holland 19411001; arrested that same month: @ LADYBIRD. 192
ROELEVELD, Frederik Willem (Freek): 19120531 The Hague – 19440430 Rawicz; SOE agent; wireless operator (Plan for Holland); 19430421/22; arrested on landing: @ training name F.W. ROELEVELD; code name operation NETBALL; code name in the field ERNST; field name Frederik Willem ROOZENDAAL. 194
ROELEVELD, F.W.' → ROUWERD, F.W.
ROELOFS, Gerard' → RAS, G.H.G.
ROESSING, Hein’ → SCHREINEMACHERS, W.J.H.
ROESSINGH, Johan’ → JORDAAAN, H.J.
ROGERS’ → DUCKMEESTER, F.T.
ROLFS, G.’ → RAS, G.H.G.
ROOYEN, van, Johan’ → RIETSCHOTEN, van, J.J.
ROOZENDAAL, Frederik Willem’ → ROUWERD, F.W.
ROSS, kapitein’ → RUISCH van DUGTEREN, C.J.L.
ROSSALL’ → BRAUW, de, R.
ROSSUM, Van’ → RIETSCHOTEN, van, J.J.
ROUWERD. Frederik Willem (Freek): 19120531 The Hague – 19440430 Rawicz; SOE agent; wireless operator (Plan for Holland); 19430421/22; arrested on landing: @ training name F.W. ROELEVELD; code name operation NETBALL; code name in the field ERNST; field name Frederik Willem ROOZENDAAL. 194

RÚAUD: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe). 'RUDOLF’ → BERGMANN, A.
RUGGER’ → GRÜN, J.
RUITTER’ → RADEMA, E.
RUITERS’ → RADEMA, E.
RUMBLE’ → PLEISIER, W.
RUMBLE I’ → PLEISIER, W.
RUMBLE II’ → PLEISIER, W.
RUMFLESCH’ → MOOIKEER, K.Ch.
RUMMY’ → GOEDE, de, L.A.
RUSELER, George Lodewijk: 19202727 Surabaya (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to De Kruyff (Plan for Holland); 19421129/30; arrested on landing: @ training name George RUTGERS; code name operation BROCCOLI; code name in the field PRINS; field name George Lodewijk REINDERS. 196
RUTARD: Frenchman; member of an SAS team; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe). ‘RUTGERS, George’ → RUSELER, G.L.

192 → also J.C.C. Röell in PEC 4C II, p. 1284-.
193 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil…, part I, p. 538) 19430420/21 (near Medemblik?).
194 TNA HS 7/159, 194304; no personnel file.
195 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil…, part I, p. 535) 19421128/29, possibly near Amerongen.
196 TNA HS 7/159, 194311; → also HS 9/1292/2.
‘RUYS’ → HOFSTEDE, J.C.
RUIJSC van DUGTEREN, C.J.L.: Jedburgh agent; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe);
    overrun 19450417; returned 19450418: @ code name team DICING; code name mission
    AMHERST; kapitein ROSS.
‘RUYTER, De’ → JONGE, de, H.G.

‘SALBERG, Hendrik’ → SEBES, H.J.
‘SALENCE’ → SCARCERIAUX, M.H.
‘SAM’ → UIJTVAUCK, van, I.
SANDERS, Hubertus Antonius Johannes (Huub): 19230309 Malang (Java, Dutch East Indies) –
    19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Cnoops; 19440331/0401 (near
    Slootpolder in the Wieringermeer polder); arrested 19440519; the Germans tried to play back the
    Cnoops/Sanders team, but SOE noticed the absence of security checks, and played along: @ code
    name operation SWALE; code name CURLING; IVO; Van SPAANEN; Bob SIPMA.197
‘SANDERS, Leonard George’ → MULHOLLAND, L.G.
‘SAUTERNE’ → KÜHN, B.
‘SAUVAGE’ → SCHERRER
‘SAXONIA, St’ → JANZEN, E.W.
SCARCERIAUX, Marceau Hector: 19191108 Cul-des-Sarts (Belgium); Verstrepen group; SOE
    agent; wireless operator; 19450404; overrun 19450507: @ SALENCE; ORVAL.198
‘SCHAAP’ → MACARÉ, H.M.
‘SCHAAP’ → MACARÉ, H.M.
‘SCHAMHARD’ → MANS, K.A.
‘SCHAPP’ → MACARÉ, H.M.
‘SCHAEFFER, Martin’ → STOEP, van der, M.
SCHELLE, van, Jan David Anton: 19150226; SOE agent; to deliver money to persons in Brussels
    and the Netherlands who were running an escape line from Holland; to follow and report on
    another escape line in Belgium which had recently failed to deliver some airmen; 19431018/19
    (near Malines (Mechelen), Belgium); their aircraft was shot down, but he and Grün survived;
    escaped; returned 19431220: @ training name STOKKERS; code name operation BADMINTON;
    code name in the field APOLLO; field name Jan SCHOLTEN; field name Anton Jan SLUIS.199
‘SCHIJVEN, Johannis Jacobus: 19190115 Dinteloord en Prinsenland – 20011002 Naaldwijk; BI
    agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450318; overrun 19450507: @ code name team MARY; J.J. LEROS.
‘SCHIPPER, Willem’ → VISser, W.G.
‘SCHOETE’ → REIJDEN, van der, W.J.
‘SCHOELTE, Bob’ → REIJDEN, van der, W.J.
‘SCHOLTE, Willem J.’ → REIJDEN, van der, W.J.
‘SCHOLten, Jan’ → SCHELLE, van, J.D.A.
‘SCHROVEN, Jan’ → SEIJben, J.H.
‘SCHOTEL, W.’ → WEELINCK, H.R.
‘SCHOUTEN’ → KRUYT, N.
‘SCHOUTEN, Johannes H.’ → SEIJben, J.H.
‘SCHOUTEN, Simon’ → DRAL, D.
SCHRADER, Anton Bernard (Ton; Bobbie): 19171109 Surabaya (Java, Dutch East Indies) –
    20001108 The Hague; OSS agent; to gather information and to organize drops; 19441109/10 (near
    Ulrum, Groningen); arrested 19450210:200 @ code name mission SEAL; BOBBY.201

197 TNA HS 7/159, 194403 and 194405; → also HS 9/1307/7.
198 → also TNA HS 9/1321 (closed).
199 TNA HS 7/159, 194310; → also HS 9/1509/8 (closed).
200 According to J. Schreieder (in PEC 4C1, p. 713) Schrader was arrested 19450212.
**SCHRAGE**, Wiecher Bote (Wiek): 19170217 Brielle – 19411113/14 at sea; MI6 agent; wireless operator to J.J. Zomer; 19410613/14**202** (near Vledder, Drenthe); drowned during return by boat (together with Sporre): @ training name K. SUTER; code name ZEBRA II; field name Cornelis (Kees) VISSER.

**SCHREINEMACHERS**, Willem Jan Hubertus (Wim): 19100106 Meester Cornelis (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 1987; MI6 agent; liaison with the Harry group and the Geheime Dienst Nederland; 19431008/09 (near Malden, Gelderland); returned 19440905: @ BI internal code name RUDI; LEWIS; LEATHERHEAD; WIM; Hein ROESSING; Jan A. SCHELTEMA.

‘SCHRODER, Johan Bernard’ → **GRÜN, J.**

**SCOTT**, Carl Alden: American; OSS agent; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator; 19440917 (near Renkum, Gelderland); wounded, captured in 194409; escaped in 194504: @ code name team CLAUDE.

‘SCRAPE’ → **STOEPE, van der, M.**

‘SCREAM’ → **GEISSEN, H.**

‘SCULLING’ → **POSTMA, S., and REISIGER, G.H.**

‘SEAKALE’ → **ARENDSE, P.A.**

‘SEAL’ → **SCHRADER, A.B.**

‘SEBERS, Hendrik’ → **SEBES, H.J.**

**SEBES**, Hendrik Johannes (Henk): 19190723 Dordrecht – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; 19420405/06 (near Harskamp, Ede, Gelderland); arrested 19420509: @ training name Hendrik SALBERG; code name operation LEEK; operational name LEEK II; HECK; code name in the field HENK; field name Hendrik SEBERS; De SWART.**203

‘SEDBURGH’ → **STEEN, H., and ADRIAANSEN, J.**

**SEIJBEN**, Johannes Henricus (Johan; Harry): 19190830 – 19891217; SOE agent; assistant to Celosse; 19440331/0401 (near Sloatpolder in the Wieringermeerpolder); arrested 19440519.**204 @ code name operation PING-PONG; Johannes H. SCHOUTEN; J.H. SCHOONEN; HENDRIKUS.**205

‘SEVENSTER, H.’ → **STEEEKSMA, H.R.**

‘SHELDRAKE’ → **HAZEN, P.A.C., and HEZEMANS, J.A.H.**

‘SHOOTING’ → **LUYKENAAR, J.H.**

‘SHREWSBURY’ → **JONGE, de, E.W.**

**SIFFERT**, François: 19141201 – 1996; Belgian; SAS agent; to gather information; 19440925/26 (near Westerbork, Drenthe): @ code name team GOBBO.**206

‘SIJNEN, P.’ → **VERHAGE, M.**

‘SIMON’ → **MANS, K.A.**

‘SIMON’ → **PUNT, L.M.**

‘SIMON, St’ → **SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.**

‘SIPMA, Bob’ → **SANDERS, H.A.J.**

‘SITTARD, van, Antonius’ → **STEEN, van, A.**

**SJOERDSMA**, Sjoerd: 19210417 Schagen – 19870221 Veghel; SOE agent; wireless operator to Brinkgreve; 19450105/06 (near Stegerenveld, east of Ommen, Drenthe; code name Evert); overrun early 194504: @ code name mission SQUEAK I; code name in the field CHRISTIAAN.**207

---

201 → also TNA HS 9/1329/5 (closed).
203 Zwanenburg, *En nooit was het stil…*, part I, p. 530.
204 → also TNA HS 9/1335/7.
205 According to J.H. Seijben (in *PEC 4C II*, p. 1618) he was arrested 19440510.
206 → also TNA HS 9/1335/7.
208 → also TNA HS 9/1335/7.
SJOERDSMA, Sjoerd: 19210417 Schagen – 19870221 Veghel; SOE agent; wireless operator for resistance groups in Rotterdam; 19450411/12208 (near Ter Aar, Zuid-Holland; code name Ike); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission SQUEAK II.209

‘SJOUL’ → VISSER, W.G.
‘SKATING’ → KROON, G.
‘SLUIS, Anton Jan’ → SCHELLE, van, J.D.A.

SMID, Meint Adolf (Max): 19210516 Rheden – 19440807/08 (near Driebergen/Leersum, Utrecht); mission accomplished 19450413; @ traffic plan St EFFRA; BI internal code name ROBERT; code name FLUITKETEL; H. EFFRA; MAX: Van der STAD; field name G.M. KUIPERS.

‘SMID, Piet’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘SMIT’ → BUUKKENS, J.
‘SMIT, F.J.’ → HOOGEOOONING, F.J.
‘SMIT, Johannes Jacobus’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘SMIT, Leo’ → PUNT, L.M.
‘SMIT, Piet’ → JANZEN, E.W.
‘SMIT, Piet’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘SMITH, W.’ → DINGER, W.
‘SNOOKER’ → BEER, de, P.J.
‘SNORT’ → WEYDEN, van der, J.J.
‘SNUITKEVER’ → DIJKMEESTER, F.T.
‘SOCCER’ → CNOOPS, A.J.M.
‘SOLK’ → STEEN, van, A.

SOMERS, Claude Charles: 19231021; Briton; earlier mission in France; Jedburgh agent; wireless operator; 19450407/08 (near Hooghalen, Drenthe); overrun 19450417: @ code name team DICING.210

‘SPAANEN, Van’ → SANDERS, H.A.J.
‘SPENCER, A.’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘SPHINX’ → GEMMEKE, B.J.

SPIEGLE, Van de, Jacques Paul Louis: 19230212; Belgian; Verstrepen group; SOE agent; wireless operator; earlier mission in Belgium; 19441118/19; returned 19450506: @ code name FOXTROT.211

‘SPIJKER’ → AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, P.-L.
‘SPIN’ → BRINK, van, C.H.
‘SPINACH’ → BUIZER, J.J.C.
‘SPLASH’ → PUTT, van der, F.E.M.

SPORRE, Cornelis Johannes (Cor): 19101022 Bloemendaal – 19411113/14 at sea; SOE agent; → Homburg; 19410907/08; drowned while returning by boat (together with Schrage): @ training name STEEN; code name operation GLASSHOUSE A; code name in the field COR; code name in the field KEES; field name C. STARING; Piet WARMENHOVEN.212

‘SPRINGER, de, Piet’ → BLOOIS, de, J.
‘SPROUT’ → DOURLEIN, P.
‘SQUASH’ → PUNT, L.M.
‘SQUEAK’ → SJOERDSMA, S.
‘SQUEAK I’ → SJOERDSMA, S.
‘SQUEAK II’ → SJOERDSMA, S.

STAAL, Jacob (Jaap): 19130708 – 1945; Jedburgh agent; team EDWARD, consisting of a headquarters (EDWARD) and three sub-missions; EDWARD consisted of Staal, McCord Sollenberger, Mills and two wireless operators, Willmott and Billingsley; EDWARD (as the HQ

208 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil..., bijlage, p.126) 19450412/13.
209 → also TNA HS 9/1367 (closed).
210 → also TNA HS 9/1390 (closed).
211 → also TNA HS 9/1510/3 (closed).
212 → also TNA HS 9/1400/3.
element) was attached to Browning’s Airborne Corps HQ; the team’s mission was overall coordination and liaison between the Corps and the local resistance: CLARENCE, CLAUDE, and DANIEL II; 19440917 (near Hellendoorn, Overijssel); @ code name team EDWARD; major HENK. 213

‘STAD, van der, Robert’ \(\rightarrow\) SMID, M.A.

‘STALKING’ \(\rightarrow\) MEER, van der, J.M., BUITENDIJK, K., and KROON, G.

STAM, Jan Willem: escaped from occupied territory with evaders; MI9 agent; crossed the Waal in 194412: @ code name team COMMORANT; BLACK; JAN.

‘STANLEY II’ \(\rightarrow\) BESTEBREURTJE, A.D., BEYNON, W.W., and VICKERY, P.C.H.

STARING: MI9/BI agent. 214

‘STARING’ \(\rightarrow\) SPORRE, C.J.

‘STALING’ \(\rightarrow\) ELSEN, van, J.L.

‘STEEG, Van der’ \(\rightarrow\) STEMAN, J.A.

STEEKSMA, Horst Reinder: 19191014 Berlin – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; to reconnoitre certain targets, and to instruct sabotage groups in the handling of weapons, explosives and incendiaries; 19421024/25 (near Steenwijk, Noord-Brabant); arrested on landing: @ training name H. SEVENSTER; code name operation CELERY; operational name CELERY B; code name in the field PELT; field name Hendrik Reinder VERSTEEG. 215

‘STEEN’ \(\rightarrow\) SPORRE, C.J.

STEELEN, Harm: 19160614 Magelang (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440905 Vught; MI6 agent; organizer/wireless operator; to strengthen the liaison with the RVV; to contact the Nationaal Steunfonds; 19440110/11 (near Breda, Noord-Holland); detected by direction finding and arrested 19440302: @ Hein van TILBURG; SEDBURGH; BI internal code name KEES; Witte BEEREN; PAULTE; field name H.J. BROEKHUIZEN; Lange HARM; De LUIT.

STEELEN, van, Antonius (Toon): 19120205 Ubbergen – 19441231 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Parlevliet; 19420529/30 (near Kallenkote, east of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing: @ training name Antonius van SITTARD; code name operation BEETROOT; operational name BEETROOT II; code name in the field SOLK; field name Antonius SWART.

STEELEN, van, Marinus: 19170927 Beesd – 19450409 Rotterdam; SOE agent; 19450227/28 (near Berkel en Rodenrijs, Zuid-Holland; code name Flint); arrested 19450405; wounded and died in hospital: @ code name mission SCRAPE; Martin SCHEFFER; Magnus van SCHELVEN. 218

STOK, van der, Johan Paul (Hans): 19190321 Balikpapan (Borneo, Dutch East Indies) – 19450411 Kdo Gusen (Austria); MI6 agent; wireless operator to the Packard and Barbara groups; 19430919/20 (near Middenmeer in the Wieringermeer polder); arrested 19440202: @ IRENE; traffic plan St LEONARD; BI internal code name HANS; JOHANSEN; field name Jan de VRIES.

‘STOKKERS’ \(\rightarrow\) SCHELLE, van, J.D.A.

STOOPEL, Piet: MI9 agent; S-phone operator; @ code name team PAREKIET.

STOPPELAAR, de, Gerardus (Gerard; ‘Ludo’): 19170425 – 19890524 Wilmington (USA); SOE agent; 19440921/22 (near Berkel en Rodenrijs, Zuid-Holland; code name Whiskey): @ code name MONOPOLY; LUDO. 219
STOPPELAAR BLIJDENSTEIN, de, J.A.: SAS agent; 19450403 (near Barneveld, Gelderland): @ GAMBLING?.

STORM van LEEUWEN, Alida: 19220916; BI agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450317; arrested during crossing; released 19450506: @ (team) LOUISE.

‘STRASHAN’ → VERHAGE, M.

‘STRATEN, van, Frits’ → EWIJCK, van, W.

‘STROMBOLI’: code name for Van OSSTEROM [OOSTEROM?; G. van OS?], an agent to be dropped in Holland to link up with major Humphrey’s escape lines in Belgium and France.

STUART, P., captain: in command of a Jedburgh team; 19450403 (near Barneveld, Gelderland): @ code name team KEYSTONE.

STUVEL, Ferdinand Theodorus: 19191106; SOE agent; wireless operator to Gehrels; 19450422/23 (near Alphen, Gelderland); overrun in 194505: @ code name FIZZ; ERNST; Dirk MAAS.

SUTER, K.’ → SCHRAGE, W.B.

SUTHERLAND, Martinus Adolph Cornelis (Tinus): 19171003 Breda – 19821106 Eindhoven; MI6 agent; wireless operator to Mans; 19440804/05 (near Groot-Ammers, Zuid-Holland); arrested 19441111; mission accomplished in 194505: @ training name Tini NIEUWENHUIZEN; traffic plan St SIMON; BI internal code name TINI; CHARLES; code name LICHTSCHIP; De SUUT; field name Cornelis A.M. HOODYONK.

‘SUUT, De’ → SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.

‘SVEN’ → BOUMAN, P.

‘SWAGERMANS, Joseph’ → KOERSHUIS, J.

‘SWALE’ → SANDERS, H.A.J.

‘SWART, Antonius’ → STEEN, van, A.

‘SWART, De’ → SEBES, H.J.

‘SWEDE’ → under Molenaar, J.

SWEET: SAS agent; wireless operator?; 19450403 (near Barneveld, Gelderland): @ GAMBLING?

‘SWISH’ → BORGHOUTS, J.J.F.

‘TAAIE, Ouwe’ → AUSEMS, A.W.M.

TACONIS, Thijs: 19410328 Rotterdam – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; a. to contact the two Glasshouse A agents and to assist them in returning, b. next to organize sabotage groups in the West of Holland; 19411107/08 (near Ommen, Overijssel); arrested 19420309; @ training name TIMMER; code name operation CATARRH; operational name BENBOW; code name in the field THIJS; field name Thijs TIMMER.

‘TANJA’ → GENTIS, M.A.H.

TAZELAAR, Pieter (Peter): 19200505 Fort de Kock (Sumatra, Dutch East Indies) – 19930606 Hindeloopen; MI6 agent; infiltrated by sea at Scheveningen 19411122/23; arrested 19420118/19, but released; returned (with G. Dogger) 19420412: @ PIETERMAN; ZIJLEVELD.

TNA HS 7/274, 194302.

TNA HS 9/1426/4 (closed).

TNA HS 7/159, 194111; also HS 9/1438/8.

TNA HS 7/274, 194302.

TNA HS 9/1426/4 (closed).

TNA HS 7/159, 194111; also HS 9/1438/8.

TNA HS 7/274, 194302.

TNA HS 9/1426/4 (closed).

222 TNA HS 7/159, 194111; also HS 9/1438/8.

223 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil..., bijlage, p. 106) 19441101/02.

TERWINDT, Beatrice Wilhelmina Maria Albertina (Trix): 19110227 Arnhem – 19870408 Leiden; MI9 agent; to organize an escape line; 19430213/14 (near Kallenkote, east of Steenwijk, Overijssel); arrested on landing; freed in Mauthausen 19450505: @ training name Beatrice THOMPSON; code name CHICORY; RINGLEIDER; code name in the field FELIX; field name Johanna Maria van der VELDEN.227

‘THEO’ → BREUNING, von, E.A.
‘THEO’ → BREY, de, O.W.
‘THEODORE’ → DUIN, van, A.
‘THOMAS’ → MOOY, A.K.
‘THOMPSON’ → TERWINDT, B.W.M.A.
‘TIDDLYWINKS’ → HAMILTON, A.M.F.
‘TIEMAN, J.’ → LAAK, ter, J.H.A.M.
‘TILBURG, van, Hein’ → STEEN, H.
‘TIMO’ → BUTENDIJK, K.
‘TITMAN’ → TEMMERMAN, J.
‘TON’ → SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.
‘TITMOUSE’ → HAEREN, van, J.A.G.

TODD, Harvey Allen: American; OSS agent; Jedburgh agent; 19440917 (near Renkum, Gelderland); wounded; captured in 1944; escaped in 194504: @ code name team CLAUDE.228

‘TOLLENS, Jan Willem’ → BORGHOUTS, J.J.F.
‘TOMATO’: an operation of two instructors (KERKHOF [KAMPHORST] and HOOGLAND [HOFSTEDE]) and a wireless operator (PRAAG [POUWELS]); code named Tomato A, B, and C, respectively.229

‘TOMATO A’ → KAMPHORST, P.
‘TOMATO B’ → HOOGLAND, J.C.
‘TOMATO C’ → POUWELS, C.C.
‘TON’ → PUNTMAN, A.N.A.
‘TONY’ → VISser, W.A.M.
‘TONY’ → WORT, van de, F.
‘TORRIDGE’ → BIALLOSTERSKI, T., and POLAK, P.
‘TRAPPING’ → BARMÉ, R.
‘TRUMPET MAJOR’ → JORDAAN, H.J.
‘TRUMPET MINOR’ →

TUIN, Van der: MI9/BI agent.230

‘TURNIP’: operation of wireless operator (GILGAL) [MOLENAAR] and organizer (LEO) [ANDRINGA].231

‘TURNIP’ → ANDRINGA, L.C.T., and MOLENAAR, J.
‘TURNQUIOITS’ → REISIGER, G.H.

UBBINk, Johan Bernard (Ben): 19210522 Doesburg – 19930331 Vlissingen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Overes; 19421130/1201 (near Amerongen, Utrecht);232 arrested on landing; escaped (with Dourlein) 19430829/30; returned to UK 19440201, where detained, but cleared after interrogation: @ training name Bernard UDema; operational name CHIVE; code name in the field LOUIS; JACQUES; field name Frans van der HALen; J.B. ULDENHOUT.233

‘UDema, Bernard’ → UBBINk, J.B.

227 → also B.W.M.A. Terwindt in PEC 4C I, p. 237-.
228 → also TNA HS 9/1472/2 (closed).
229 TNA HS 7/274, 194209.
230 De Graaff, Schakels naar de vrijheid, p. 78.
231 TNA HS 7/227, p. 2909.
232 According to Zwanenburg (in En nooit was het stil..., part I, p. 535) 19421129/30 near Leersum.
233 TNA HS 7/159, 194211; → also HS 9/1496 (closed).

UIJT VANCK, van, Ivo: 19170707 Bussum – 19440907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430421/22; arrested on landing: @ training name Ivo van UNNIK; code name operation GHERKIN; code name in the field SAM; field name Herman van VLIET. 234

‘UDENHOUT, J.B.’ → UBBINK, J.B.

‘UNIC’ → ORTT, F.D.

‘UNNIK, van, Ivo’ → UIJT VANCK, van, I.

‘UPPINGHAM’ → WIEDEMANN, O.M.

‘VAART, van der, J.H.’ → FABER, J.

‘VALENTINE, St’ → BLOOIS, de, J.

‘VALK’ → BEUKEMA toe WATER, K.W.A.

‘VANGUARD’ → BRINK, van, C.H.

‘VEEN, van, Pieter’ → BRAGGAAR, C.C.

‘VEEN, van, Robbie’ → MOOI WEER, K.Ch.

VEER, van der, Willem: 19170321; SAS agent; 19441010/11 (near Veenhuizen): @ code name team PORTIA.

‘VELDEN, van der, Johanna Maria’ → TERWINDT, B.W.M.A.

‘VELTKAMP, Piet’ → RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.

‘VELZEN, van, Adriaan’ → EMMER, J.

‘VERBRUGGEN, Johan’ → GRÜN, J.

VERHAEGHE, G.M. (George): American; Jedburgh agent; 19440917 (near Groesbeek, Gelderland); wounded: @ code name team CLARENCE.

VERHAGE, Marinus (Marius): –19490906; MI6 agent; microphotographer for the Barbara group; 19431105/06 (near Grave, Noord-Brabant); mission accomplished 19440917: @ traffic plan St PETER; BI internal code name HENDRIK; P. SIJMEN; STRASHAN; field name Pieter de LEEWU.

‘VERHEUL, Paul’ → BECKERS, F.

‘VERHOEF, Kees’ → GERBRANDS, P.R.

VERHOEF, Pleun: 19191130 Vianen – 19440706 IJsselmeer; SOE agent; RVV; 19440705/06 (near Makkum, Friesland); Hudson FK790 of 161 Special Duties Squadron was shot down and Verhoef was killed: @ code name operation FIVES I; code name RACQUETS; L. VORSTMAN. 237

‘VERMARCKE’ → HOLVOET, R.-A.

‘VERMEULEN, Johannes’ → LAAK, ter, J.H.A.M.

‘VER Steeg, Hendrik Reinder’ → STEEK SMA, H.R.

‘VERSTRATEN, Pieter’ → BOOGAART, P.C.

‘VERWEY, Kees’ → AULNIS de BOUROUIL, d’, Baron, P.-L.

‘VET, De’ → VOS, de, P.

VICKERY, Peter Charles Henry: 19201219 – 19450401 in India; American; Jedburgh agent; 19441003; returned in 194411: @ code name team STANLEY II. 238

‘VICTOR’ → DANE, J.C.

‘VICTORY’: 19421226 BONI [BUIZER] told London that future messages with the prefix Victory would contain information from VINUS [Koos VORRINK] and London should use the same prefix for their return messages. 239

‘VINCENT, St’ → VISSER, W.A.M.

‘VIRGINIA’ → GELISSEN, G.B.H., and VISSE R, W.G.

‘VISSE R, Kees’ → SCHRA GE, W.B.

VISSE R, Wijnandus Antonius Maria (Tony): 19160723 The Hague – 20050328 Bergeijk; MI6 agent; first wireless operator to Albrecht group; 19440507/08 (near Gorinchem, Zuid-Holland); 240

---

234 According to Zwanenburg (in *En nooit was het stil...*, part I, p. 538) 19430420/21 (near Medemblik?).

235 TNA HS 7/159, 194304; also HS 9/1511 (closed) (in the Catalogue Van UIJT VANCK’s name is spelled ‘Van UYTANCK’).

236 TNA HS 9/1511 (closed).

237 Also TNA HS 9/1532 (closed).

238 TNA HS 7/724, 194212; 194301.
W/T was damaged and became inoperable; arrested 19441221: @ training name Antonius (Tony) WARMER; MENECRATES; traffic plan St VINCENT; BI internal code name TONY; code name Vliegende BIERBUIK; field name P. van der ZWAN.

VISSER, William Gerard (Bill): 19180731 Great Falls (Montana, USA) – 20020407 The Hague; OSS agent; 19450424/25 (near Kufstein, Tirol): @ code name mission VIRGINIA; Willem SCHIPPER; JULIUS; FISCHER; SIJUL; BILL.

‘VLIEIT, van, Herman’ → UITVANCK, van, I.
‘VLIEIT, van, Piet’ → JONGE, de, H.G.
‘VORSTMAN, L.’ → VERHOEF, P.

VOS, de, P. (Pieter): 19240520; SOE agent; wireless operator to Biallosterski; 19440908/09 (near Spanbroek, Noord-Holland; code name Mandrill); overrun in 194505: @ code name mission BACKGAMMON; code name in the field BRAM; De VET; Johannes Cornelis de GRAAFF; signals plan PLYM.

‘VRIESE, de’ → BREUNING, von, E.A.
‘VRIES, De’ → TEMMERMAN, J.

VRIES, de, Cornelis: OSS agent; 19450424/25 (Ellmau, Austria): @ code name mission GEORGIA; Kees van DAALEN; CEES.
‘VRIES, de, Eddy’ → JANZEN, E.W.
‘VRIES, de, Jan’ → STOK, van der, J.P.

VRIES, de, Willem Lambertus Harminus: 19220601 Leeuwarderadeel – 19481108 Voorhout; MI6 agent; to report on troop movements and other enemy activities; 19450403/04 (near Pieterburen, Groningen): @ traffic plan St CHRISTOPHER; code name operation BARNABAS; code name MEELZAK; D. van der MEULEN; field name Piet MOLENAAR.

‘VULKAAN’ → JORDAAN, H.J.
‘VUURTOREN’ → MANS, K.A.

WAAL, van de, Martien Willem: 19180803 Bussum – 19450424 Kdo Sandbostel, Neuengamme (Germany); MI6 agent; liaison with the Harry group; 19440507/08 (near Gorinchem, Zuid-Holland); arrested 19440509: @ BLUNDELLS; BI internal code name ALBERT; ANTONIO; Anton van DIJK; field name G.J. WANNINKHOF.

‘WAARD, de, Aart’ → ALBLAS, A.H.
‘WAITERS, Pieter’ → WILDEN, van der, P.
‘WALT’ → KIST, J.C.

WALTER, Johannes Albertus: 19221007 Dombang (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19440706 IJsselmeer; SOE agent; wireless operator to Kwint; 19440705/06 (near Makkum, Friesland); Hudson FK790 of 161 Special Duties Squadron was shot down and Walter was killed: @ code name operation FIVES I; code name BOWLS; Johannes Albertus WEES; field name Johannes Albertus KAMP.

‘WALTER, St’ → MOOIWEER, K.Ch.
‘WANNINKHOF, G.J.’ → WAAL, van de, M.W.
‘WARMENHOVEN’ → SPORRE, C.J.
‘WARMER, Antonius’ → VISSER, W.A.M.
‘WATERCRESS’: 19420122/23/24: to drop agent G. ROLFS [G.H.G. RAS] in South-West Holland; to work with LETTUCE [JORDAAN].

‘WATERCRESS’ → BAATSEN, A.A.
‘WAVENEY’ → POSTMA, S., and REISIGER, G.H.

---

240 According to Clark (in Agents by moonlight, p. 243) 19440506/07.
241 Possibly written as ‘MENEORATES’.
242 Also Van den Hoek, Biebosch-crossings 1944 – 1945, p. 145-.
243 TNA HS 9/1540/2.
244 According to Clark (in Agents by moonlight, p. 299) in ‘operation’ BARNABAS two agents were dropped on two consecutive nights, 19450403/04 and 19450404/05. However, De VRIES is supposed to have been dropped together with H.R. WEELINCK.
245 Also TNA HS 9/1554/2.
246 TNA HS 9/1554/2.
247 TNA HS 7/226, p. 2742.
‘WEBSTER, Michael’ → WIEDEMANN, O.M.

**WEELINCK**, Harm Roelof (Harry): 19250123 Wijhe; MI6 agent; wireless operator; to report on troop movements and other enemy activities; 19450403/04 (near Pieterburen, Groningen); mission accomplished 19450505: @ traffic plan St BARNABAS; code name GOLIATH; W. SCHOTEL; field name Dirk Johannes van MOOK.

**WEERD**, van der, Gerard Marius (Ger): 19140403 Laren; MI9 agent; 19440705/06 (south of Eindhoven, Noord-Brabant); to organize an escape line; brought 220,000 guilders with him; mission accomplished in 194410: @ Stanley CROFT; JUPITER; St WODKA; WENTWORTH; Van WEERDE. 

‘WEERDE, Van’ → WEERD, van der, G.M.

‘WEERINK, Jacob’ → LEUS, H.

‘WEES, Johannes Albertus’ → WALTER, J.A.

‘WEG, van de, J.H.’ → BUUNK, G.B.

**WEGNER**, Antonius Johannes (Klaas): 19150920 Leiden – 1944 0907 Mauthausen; SOE agent; Plan for Holland; 19430421/22; arrested on landing; escaped 19431122/23; rearrested in Belgium early 1944: @ training name Antonius de KLUIF; operational name LACROSSE; code name in the field IVAN; field name Antonius van WIJK.

‘WENSUN’ → BEEKMAN, J.

‘WENTWORTH’ → WEERD, van der, G.M.

**WESTDORP**, Pieter: escaped from occupied territory with evaders; MI9 agent; S-phone operator; crossed the Waal in 194412; arrested in 194501; but released in 194503; continued his mission: @ code name team COMMORANT.

**WESTEN**, Van: MI9/BI agent; 194412; -194501. 

‘WESTEN, v.d. Willem’ → WILDEN, van der, W.

‘WESTERN, van der, William’ → WILDEN, van der, W.

‘WESTMINSTER’ → DIJKMEESTER, F.T., and MOOIWEER, K.Ch.

**WESTRA HOEKZEMA**, Willem Aldert (Wim): 19260208 Willige-Langerak – 20021223 Zeist; BI agent; crossed Biesbosch 19450317; arrested during crossing; released 19450506: @ code name team LOUISE.

**WEVE**, Jacobus Johannes (Johan): 19181014 – 19920402; SOE agent; to organize and sabotage; 19450330/31 (near Lekkerkerk, Zuid-Holland); liaison between resistance in Rotterdam and 21st Army Group; overrun in 1945: @ code name mission HOOT.

**WEYDEN**, van der, Jan Lodewijk: 19200217; SOE agent; wireless operator to Bangma; 19450302/03 (near Lunteren, Gelderland; code name George); overrun 19450419: @ code name mission SNORT; PUCK; AART.

‘WHIMPER’ → BANGMA, R.L.

‘WHISTLE’ → DEKKER, F.

‘WIDEMAN, O.M.’ → WIEDEMANN, O.M.

‘WIDGEON’ → GROOT, de, B.E.

**WIEDEMANN**, Otto Martin (Martin): 19150918 London – 20000906 Rotterdam; Briton (German father, British mother); MI6 agent; liaison with Luctor et Emergo (Fiat Libertas) group; 19430919/20 (near Middenmeer in the Wieringermeerpolder); organized an intelligence group code named UPPINGHAM; arrested 19440718: @ LANCING; O.M. WIDEMAN; JAAP; Michael WEBSTER; field name Jacob Jan RIJNEKE.

‘WIELINGA, Frits’ → EWIJCK, van, W.

‘WIEMERS, Jan Willem’ → LEUS, H.

‘WIJK, van, Antonius’ → WEGNER, A.J.

---

248 See the note on BARNABAS of W.L.H. de VRIES.
249 → also Paul van Beckum, ‘Geheim agent Ger van der Weerd werd gedropt midden tussen de Duitsers’, Haagsche Courant, 19900317.
250 According to the Dutch Section History (incorrectly) 19430218/19.
251 TNA HS 7/159, 194302; also HS 9/1569/1 (according to this file he was born 19140920).
252 De Graaff, Schakels naar de vrijheid, p. 78.
253 → also TNA HS 9/1578 (closed) (in the Catalogue his name is spelled ‘Johannes Jacobus WEVE’).
254 → also TNA HS 9/1512/2 (closed).
WIJNGAARDEN, van, Lucas: 19210826 Rhenen; MI9 agent; S-phone operator; to drop Kruizinga (Abel) within triangle Amersfoort-Nijkerk-Barneveld 19450302/03: @ code name mission BORSTAL.

WILDEN, van der, Pieter (Piet): 19140508 Haarlem – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Kist; 19430218/19 (near Holten, Overijssel?); arrested on landing: @ training name Pieter WOUTERS; code name operation TENNIS; code name in the field NOL; DOLF’s COUSIN; field name Pieter van den BERG; Pieter WAITERS.255

WILDEN, van der, Willem (Wim): 19100601 Hillegom – 19440906 Mauthausen; SOE agent; wireless operator to Van Os; 19430218/19 (near Voorthuizen, Gelderland?); arrested on landing: @ training name Willem van der WESTEN; code name operation GOLF; code name in the field KRIS; code name in the field DOLF; William van der WESTERN; field name Willem WINTER.256

WILKENS, Leonard: 19200721 Tiel – 19450413 Hurwenen; escaped from occupied territory with evaders; MI9 agent; S-phone operator; crossed the Waal in 194412; killed while crossing the Waal another time: @ code name team COMMORANT.

WILKINSON, E.: ?

‘WILLEM’ → DRIEL, van, J.W.
‘WILLEM’ → GRISNIGT, R.A.
‘WILLEM, Dikke’ → REIJDEN, van der, W.J.
‘WILLEM, Jacob’ → BAKKER, J.

WILLMOTT, Leonard Richard Douglas: 19210623; wireless operator to a Jedburgh team;257 19440917 (near Hellendoorn, Overijssel): @ code name team EDWARD.258

‘WILSON, Jan’ → KIST, J.C.

WILSON, R.K.: Briton; in command of a Jedburgh team; assigned to the 101st Airborne Division; 19440917 (near Son, Noord-Brabant): @ code name team DANIEL II.

‘WIM’ → RIDDER, de, W.A.G.A.
‘WIM’ → SCHREINEMACHERS, W.J.H.
‘WIM’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘WIM, Indische’ → HOOGEWERFF, W.F.
‘WINDMILL’ → HAMEL, van, L.A.R.J.
‘WINGERDEN, van, C.P.’ → BRAUW, de, R.
‘WINTER, Willem’ → WILDEN, van der, W.
‘WIT, de, Hendrik’ → LETTEBOER, H.
‘WITHRAM’ → LUYKENAAR, J.H.

WITJES: MI9/BI agent.259

‘WITTEBOL’ → LAUWERS, H.M.G.
‘WITTEVEEN, G.’ → BEMMEL, van, C.H.
‘WODKA, St’ → WEERD, van der, G.M.
‘WOLTERS, J.’ → ALBLAS, A.H.

WORT, van de, F.: MI9 agent; S-phone operator: @ code name team YELLOW HAMMER; TONY.

‘WOUTERS, Josephine’ → HAMILTON, A.M.F.
‘WOUTERS, Pieter’ → WILDEN, van der, P.

‘YELLOW HAMMER’ → WORT, van de, F., and NOORBEEK
‘YELP’ → NIJDAM, B.P.J.A.

YOUNG, J.C.: ?

‘ZANDE, van der, C.G.’ → DIJCKMEISTER, F.T.
‘ZANDE, van der, Pieter’ → BOUMAN, P.

255 TNA HS 7/159, 194302; → also HS 9/1512/4.
256 TNA HS 7/159, 194302; → also HS 9/1512/5.
257 Earlier missions elsewhere; later mission for MI9.
258 → also TNA HS 9/1603/3.
259 De Graaff, Schakels naar de vrijheid, p. 78.
‘ZEebra I’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘ZEebra II’ → SCHRAGE, W.B.
‘ZEE, van der, F.P.J.’ → MOOIWEER, K.Ch.
‘ZEELAND, Jan’ → ALTEN, van, J.P.
‘ZEELENBERG, P.’ → HOEKMAN, P.
‘ZEGWAARD, Hendrik Jan’ → BEMMEL, van, C.H.

ZEMBSCH-SCHREVE, Guido: 19160517 – 20030201 Sint-Genesius-Rode (Brabant, Belgium);
SOE (DF) agent; to organize an SOE escape line, beginning in Holland; 19430722/23 (near Fontainebleau, France);\(^{260}\) arrested 19440320; escaped 19450420: @ training name ZWIKKER;
code name operation BILLIARDS;\(^{261}\) field name Pierre LALANDE.\(^{262}\)

‘ZETTEN, Van’ → ZOMER, J.J.
‘ZIJELEVELD’ → TAZELAAR, P.

ZOMER, Johan Jacob (Hans): 19201106 Probolinggo (Java, Dutch East Indies) – 19420511
Sachsenhausen; MI6 agent; 19410613/14;\(^{263}\) detected by direction finding and arrested 19410831:
@ training name A. SPENCER; code name ZEBRA I; HANS; Piet SMIT; Piet SMID; WIM; Van ZETTEN; field name Johannes Jacobus SMIT.

‘ZUID, Peter’ → BORGHOUTS, J.J.F.
‘ZUIDERHOUT, J.H.’ → BLOOIS, de, J.
‘ZWAARDVISCH’ → RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.
‘ZWAN, van der, P.’ → BLEEKER, T.B.
‘ZWAN, van der, P.’ → VISser, W.A.M.
‘ZWART, de, J.F.’ → BRANDJES, J.J.
‘ZWIKKER’ → ZEMBSCH-SCHREVE, G.

: Squadron leader R.E. Wilkinson dropped two MI6 agents, map reading his way from Wichelin[?], 19440506/07.\(^{264}\)

Mauthausen-Gusen was a concentration camp, in fact a series of camps, in Upper Austria. It was mostly aimed at extermination through forced labour. Rawicz was a concentration camp in Silesia in German-occupied Poland.

---

\(^{260}\) His wireless operator was the Briton Claude PLANEL (@ code name operation BASEBALL; Jacques CORNET), TNA HS 7/274, 194306.
\(^{261}\) TNA HS 7/274, 194306.
\(^{262}\) also Zembsch Schreve; De Roever, Operatie Pierre-Jacques; TNA HS 9/1329/2; G. Zembsch-Schreve in PEC 4C I, p. 674-.
\(^{263}\) Zwanenburg, En nooit was het stil..., part I, p. 530.
\(^{264}\) Clark, Agents by moonlight, p. 243.
Chronological:

1940

19400817/18 DRIEL, van, J.W.
19400827/28 HAMEL, van, L.A.R.J.
19401118/19 BRINK, van, C.H.

1941

19410613/14 SCHRAGE, W.B., and ZOMER, J.J.
19410705/06 ALBLAS, A.H.
19410907/08 HOMBURG, A.A., and SPORRE, C.J.
19410930/1001 LAAK, ter, J.H.A.M.
19411101 RÖELL, J.C.C.
19411107/08 LAUWERS, H.M.G., and TACONIS, T.
19411122/23 TAZELAAR, P.
19411209/10 REIJDEN, van der, W.J.

1942

19420223/24 JONGE, de, E.W., and RADEMA, E.
19420227/28 DESSING, G.P.W.
19420311/12 EMMER, J., ORTT, F.D.
19420327/28 BAATSEN, A.A.
19420328/29 ANDRINGA, L.C.T., and MOLENAAR, J.
19420328/29 JORDAAN, H.J., and RAS, G.H.G.
19420328/29 NIERMEIJER, W.J.
19420405/06 KLOOSS, B., and SEBES, H.J.
19420418/19 HAAS, de, J.H.M.
19420529/30 PARLEVLIEET, H., and STEEN, van, A.
19420621/22 KRUYT, N.
19420622/23 BUIZER, J.J.C., and RIETSCHOTEN, van, J.J.
19420624/25 KRUYT, J.W.
19420626/27 BUKKENS, J., and JAMBORES, G.L.
19420723/24 HEMERT, van, G.J.
19420924/25 BEUKEMA toe WATER, K.W.A., and DROOGLEEVER FORTUIJN, C.

19420924/25 JONGELIE, R.C., and MOOY, A.K.

265 Or 19420316, or 19420320, or 19420324.
266 According to Zwanenburg (in *En nooit was het stil…*, part I, p. 533) Droogleever Fortuijn was dropped, together with Jongelie, by a Whitley of 138 Special Duties Squadron, flown by P/O Newport-Tinley.
267 According to Zwanenburg (in *En nooit was het stil…*, part I, p. 533) Beukema toe Water was dropped, together with Mooy, by a Whitley of 138 Special Duties Squadron, flown by flight sergeant Freeland.
19421001/02 GIESEN, van der, A.C.
19421021/22 KAMPHORST, P., KOOLOSTRA, M., and PALS, M.
19421024/25 HOFSTEDE, J.C., and POUWELS, C.C.
19421024/25 MACARÉ, H.M., and STEEKSMA, H.R.
19421027/28 BAKKER, J., and DANE, J.C.
19421129/30 KRUIJFF, de, A.J., and RUSELER, G.L.\textsuperscript{268}
19421129/30 KÜHN, B.
19421130/1201 OVERES, H.J., and UBBINK, J.B.

1943
19430213/14 TERWINDT, B.A.W.M.
19430216/17 BOR, van der, K., BRAGGAAR, C.C., and HULSTEIJN, van, C.E.
19430218/19 KIST, J.C., and WILDEN, van der, P.
19430218/19 OS, van, G., and WILDEN, van der, W.
19430309/10 ARENSSE, P.A., BOOGAART, P.C., and DOURLEIN, P.
19430311/12 JONGE, de, H.G.
19430324/25 BERGMANN, A., and GERBRANDS, P.R.
19430421/22 ROUWERD, F.W., UIJTVANCK, van, I., and WEGNER, A.J.
19430521/22 BREY, de, O.W., MINK, A.B., and PUNT, L.M.
19430521/22 ‘GENERAL’
19430610/11 AULNIS de BOUROUILL, d’, baron, P.-L.
19430622/23 BORSSUM BUISMAN, van, G.A., and LETTEBOER, H.
19430623/24 Kragt, D.
19430714 KIEK, M.
19430722/23 PLANEL, C., and ZEMBSCH-SCHREVE, G.
19430919/20 GRISNIGT, R.A., and HOEKSTRA, P.
19430919/20 STOK, van der, J.P., and WIEDEMANN, O.M.
19430923 CNOOPS, A.J.M.
19431008/09 ALEBEEK, van, J.L.Th.M., and SCHREINEMACHERS, W.J.H.
19431017/18 GRÜN, J.
19431018/19 SCHELLE, van, J.D.A.
19431105/06 DIESFELDT, J.H., and VERHAGE, M.
19431117/18 BREUNING, von, E.A.
19431117/18 ‘PEMBROKE’
19431118 TEMMERMAN, J.

1944
19440110/11 ADRIAANSEN, J., and STEEN, H.
19440229/0301 AUSEMS, A.W.M., and LOON, van, J.E.

\textsuperscript{268} Or 19421128/29.
19440331/0401 BIALLOSTERSKI, T., and STEMAN, J.A.

19440410/11 FABER, J., and LEUS, H.
19440506/07 two MI6 agents
19440507/08 BLOOIS, de, J. \(^{269}\)
19440507/08 VISSER, W.A.M. \(^{270}\)
19440531/0601 DEKKERS, C.M., and KUENEN, G.J.
19440605/06 BRANDJES, J.
19440605/06 DIJCKMEESTER, F.T., and MOOIWEER, K.Ch.
19440705/06 BOCKMA, J., KWINT, P.J., VERHOEF, P., and WALTER, J.A.
19440705/06 BUUNK, G.B., and HOOIJER, G.F.
19440705/06 DUIN, van, A., GOEDE, de, L.A., and MULHOLLAND, L.G.
19440705/06 WEERD, van der, G.M.

19440804/05 ‘HARLECH’
19440804/05 MANS, K.A., and SUTHERLAND, M.A.C.
19440807/08 BRAUW, de, R., and SMID, M.A.
19440807/08 POSTMA, S., and REISIGER, G.H.
19440809/10 HAMILTON, A.M.F., and HAMILTON, F.L.J.
19440828/29 BEEKMAN, J., HINDERINK, J.R., and LUYKENAAR, J.H.
19440828/29 BUITENDIJK, K., KROON, G., and MEER, van der, J.M.
19440901/02 RIJSEWIJK, van, A.A.M.
19440908/09 BIALLOSTERSKI, T., and VOS, de, P.
19440911/12 AUSTIN, J.P.S., BRINKGREVE, H., and OLMSTED, J.M.
19440915 KIRSCHEN, G.-S.J.A., MOYSE, J., PIETQUIN, R., and REGNER, J.
19440917 BESTEBREURTJE, A.D., BEYNON, W.W., and VERHAEGHE, G.M.
19440917 BILLINGSLEY, J.R., McCORD SOLLENBERGER, MILLS, R., WILLMOTT, L.R.D., and STAAL, J.
19440917 BOIS, du, A., FABER, L., MASON, G.W., SCHERRER, and WILSON, R.K.
19440917 GROENEWOUD, J., KNOTTENBELT, M.J., SCOTT, C.A., and TODD, H.A.
19440921/22 BECKERS, F.
19440921/22 CIEREMANS, M., HOOGEWERFF, W.F., POLAK, P., and STOPPELAAR, de, G.
19440925/26 BLATT, R.A., DEBEFVE, E., DEMOOR, D., HEYLEN, G., LEVAUX, and SIFFERT, F.

194410 LOENEN, van, H.
194410 LOENEN, van, H.L.
1944103 BESTEBREURTJE, A.D.
1944103 BEYNON, W.W.
1944103 VICKERY, P.C.H.
19441005/06 BEMMEL, van, C.H., and KOUWENHOVEN, G.
19441006/07 ENSINK, G.L., and KOOPMANS, H.
19441008 HAEREN, van, J.A.G.
19441010/11 GROENEWOUT, R.H.A., KONING, de, N., MICHELS, C., and VEER, van der, W.
19441016/17 BOIS, du, A., and HOLVOET, R.-A.
19441101/02 BARMÉ, R.

\(^{269}\) Or 19440506/07.
\(^{270}\) Or 19440506/07.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19441109/10</td>
<td>SCHRADER, A.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441110/11</td>
<td>BEER, de, P.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441115</td>
<td>HAZEN, P.A.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441115</td>
<td>HEZERMANS, J.A.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441118/19</td>
<td>FABER, L., and TAZELAAR, P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441118/19</td>
<td>SPIEGLE, Van de, J.P.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194412</td>
<td>STAM, J.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194412</td>
<td>WESTDORP, P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194412</td>
<td>WILKENS, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441216</td>
<td>BECKERS, F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441228/29</td>
<td>LOENEN, van, H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19441230/31</td>
<td>HOOGEOOVOOING, F.J., and MOOIWEER, K.Ch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194501</td>
<td>GROOT, de, B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194501</td>
<td>WIJNGAARDEN, van, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945051</td>
<td>SJOERDSMA, S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450123</td>
<td>HAZEN, P.A.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450123</td>
<td>HEZEMANS, J.A.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450206/07</td>
<td>BUFKENS, M.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450206/07</td>
<td>GRÉGOIR, M.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450211/12</td>
<td>GENTIS, M.A.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450224/25</td>
<td>BOUMAN, P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450227/28</td>
<td>STOEP, van der, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194503</td>
<td>ELSEN, van, J.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450302/03</td>
<td>BANGMA, R.L., and WEYDEN, van der, J.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450302/03</td>
<td>WIJNGAARDEN, van, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450310/11</td>
<td>GEMMEKE, B.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450311/12</td>
<td>DRIEL, van, J.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450311/12</td>
<td>EWUJK, van, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450311/12</td>
<td>KOERSHUIS, J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450314</td>
<td>HAAG, C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450314</td>
<td>KOOYMAN, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450314</td>
<td>RIDDER, de, W.A.G.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450315</td>
<td>HAEREN, van, J.A.G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450317</td>
<td>STORM van LEEUWEN, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450317</td>
<td>WESTRA HOEKZEMA, W.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450317/18</td>
<td>BORGHOUTS, J.J.F., and BROEK, ten, R.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450317/18</td>
<td>GEHREL, A.M.J., and PLEIJSIER, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450318</td>
<td>KAAM, R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450318</td>
<td>LINDO, A.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450318</td>
<td>SCHIJVEN, J.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450318/19</td>
<td>ALTEN, van, J.P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450318/19</td>
<td>DRAL, D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450327/28</td>
<td>MULDER, M.R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450330/31</td>
<td>WEVE, J.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19450403</td>
<td>STOPPELAAR BLIJDENSTEIN, de, J.A., STUART, P., and SWEET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

271 Or 19441101/02.
272 Or 19450326/27.
19450403/04 CHRISTIAANSEN, J.M., and DEKKER, den, C.
19450403/04 CLUTTON, A.H., KNOTTENBELT, M.J., and MENZIES, J.J.S.
19450403/04 VRIES, de, W., and WEELINCK, H.R.
19450404 SCARCERIAUX, M.H.
19450404/05 ORVAL
19450406 LEURQUIN, J.F.J.G.
19450407/08 FAY, LARRALDE, and QUILLET
19450407/08 CAZENAVE, S.P., CORRIGAN, P., DUDOIGNON, LEBAS, LIGNIER, PIJORGET,
RUAUD, and RUTARD
19450407/08 BESTEBREURTJE, A.D., HARcourt, R.A.F., RUISCH van DUGTEREN, C.J.L.,
and SOMERS, C.C.
19450408/09 CLAESSENS, S.M.
19450409/10 BLEEPER, T.B.
19450411 HOLLAND, R.J., and BEEK, van, W.F. 273
19450411/12 DEKKER, F., and GREIDANUS, J.
19450411/12 BISSCHOP, W.S., and GEIJSSEN, H. 274
19450411/12 JANZEN, E.W. 275
19450411/12 SJOERDSSMA, S. 276
19450422/23 BOUMA, W., and PLEIJSIER, W.
19450422/23 DINGER, W., NJDAM, B.P.J.A., and PUTT, van der, F.E.M.
19450422/23 GEHEIRES, A.M.J., and STUVEL, F.T.
19450424/25 GELISSEN, G.B.H., and VISSER, W.G.
19450424/25 PUNTMAN, A.N.A., and VRIES, de, C.
19450507/08 WAAL, van de, M.W. 277

273 According to De Roever (in Zij sprongen bij maanlicht, p. 248) HOLLAND, Van BEEK, and 15 other SAS
agents.
274 Or 19430324/25.
275 MI6 agent JANZEN was dropped on the same flight as SOE agents DEKKER and GREIDANUS. De Roever,
Zij sprongen bij maanlicht, p. 232. Foot wrote (in SOE in the Low Countries, p. 37) that S.G.Menzies, chief of
MI6, ‘laid down that his agents were never to share an aircraft with those of any other secret service; a rule
rigidly observed till 1944, and not often relaxed then.’
276 Or 19450412/13.
277 Or 19450506/07.
Abbreviations

@ alias(es)
AIVD Algemene Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdienst
BI Bureau Inlichtingen
CBG Centraal Bureau voor Genealogie
FSO Field Security officer
LKP Landelijke Knokploegen
LO Landelijke Organisatie voor hulp aan onderduikers
MI6 Military Intelligence 6
MI9 Military Intelligence 9
NIMH Nederlands Instituut voor Militaire Historie
OGS Oorlogsgravenstichting
OSS Office of Strategic Services
PEC Parlementaire Enquêtecommissie
RAF Royal Air Force
RVV Raad van Verzet
SAS Special Air Service
SOE Special Operations Executive
St Saint
TNA The National Archives
W/T wireless transmitter
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